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PIllCE OF RA,lV SUGA.R, IN 1902, 
The fo.llo.wing table sho.WS the highest and lo.west price of 
centrHugal (UG degl'ees test) and musco.vado. (8U degrees test), 
and the avel'age yearly Co.st as co.mpared with previous years:, 
-Uusco.vado.- -Centrifugal-
Highest. Lo.wesot. Highest. Lowest. 
January ........... :3 3-16 2* :~ 11-16 3;J· 
February .......... :3 ~~-H; 8~~· :3 11-1(; 3J 
]Iul'eh ............ . ;3~ ~ 7-1(; B~· 3~· 
April ...... _ ....... 8~ 2~· :l* 3~ 
May .......... _ .... 8 2Jr ~H 8 7-16: 
J . .> ')'1 ".>.~ 31.. une ............... ,.> ... <r "):l • "1 
July ............... 2~· 2 13-16 :3 7-16 3 5-16 
August ............ 2 15·1G 2~· B 7-1(; 3i} 
Septembel' ......... 3 2~ a~· 3~-
Octo.ber ........... :3 5-](j:{ ;·n 3.:!-
No.vember ......... H 5-](; :{ 8-1/3 tJ* 3-11-16· 
December ......... :~ 7-](; :3 5-1(; (3 15-](; 3* 
HA.TVAIIAN 8FGAR CHEJlIRT8' AS80CIA.TION. 
The fo.llo.wing is a list of o.ffieers and membel's:-
President, C. F. Eckart, Honolulu; vice-president, J. C_ 
Penny, EWH, Oahu; secretary and treasurer, E. C. Sho.rey" 
Ho.no.lulu. 
EX ECU'l'I V 1<: CO~L\1 I'l'TEB. 
C. F. Edwrt, Ho.nolulu; J. C. Penny, Ewa, Oahu; E. C. 
Sho.rey, Hono.lulu; P. A. O. ~Iessehaert, \Vaipahu, Oahu; 'V. 
Mcquaid, OIaa, Hawaii; G. H. Baldwin, Hamakuapo.ko., l\faui; 
A. Fries, ~Iakaw('li, KauaL 
OLn THEE S'1'U)'ll's.-1'0 )'elllo.ve old stumps" a co.rrespondent 
to the COllntry Gentleman gives the following:-'Get a 2-inch 
iron pipp, S ft. long; have a steel point welded into one pnd of 
it. \Vith a sledge hammer drive this undl'r the stump as fm' 
as may be neeess:lry. Drop half a stitk of dynamite into the 
hole thus made, and tr.llllp earth upon it until the ho.le is filled, 
then light the fnsf>. 'fhe stump will be lifted entirely out of 
the ground with no em'tIl adhering to it, iW that it may he-
bnrll(~d the next day.' 
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hIITATIOX CAXE SUGAR.-A country grocer in England was 
recently prosecuted for selling sugar alleged by a public ana-
lyst to be colored with aniline d.ye so as to imitate Demel'al'u 
cQ'stals. On being consulted, another analyst of the highest 
standing declared that if eyen a ton of sugar were submittell 
to examination it would be impossib'le to disco\'er wJlethp.l' 
an aniline dye had been used or not, the total quantity of 
coloting matteI' in the whole mmX3 being so minute. The 
question then ari"es as to who shall decide, and how, 
whether aniline has been inhoduced. It is an important 
matter for aniline is injurious, and if the impression should 
gain ground alllong eOl1'sunH'rs that \Yest Indian sugars wel'e 
colored by such mennl;", our pl'oduce would be serionsly preju-
,diced, This has bpen dearly recogniJ'led in Dcmeml'H, and tIlt' 
planters in that Colony han' one and all signed a statPUlelH 
on oath that aniline has never been, aud is 110t 110"', used by 
them. Our plante!'s hnn~ enough (,Glllpetition to fne(' without 
unfair mpthodsof this kind, nnd the SOOUPl' they l'nb it into 
the buyers in :.'IIillt'ing' I,nnc nnd plj';€wherp that aniline has 
}1(:,\,pr bppn us('d in the 11l'O('l'~\S of the manul'adnrc of sugnl' in 
'rrinidnd, the bett ,I', ~tatelllents on oath fOl'\yarded to the 
leading' London j01l\'nals should qui('kl~' dispel an~' misap})rp· 
lwnsion aroused by pm'tiel:> in(PI'psted in 1wcL-rnllf/ltll's 
----:0:------
1'HB lrE8'fOX CB)'-1'RJPCG--lL .If.1Cl-IIYB80 
"'(' notitp hy 011\° C'xl'llilng'es that rel"ellt imjlloOyemcnh; hns 
1w(:'n made in applying the lllotin~ ])0"'C1° 10 i:heF':! maehines, 
in {00J111P('( ion 'with de<"iTi(°ity, by whid1 be-ttpl' work is dOlW, 
,;\11U llip m:1t"liil1Ploy ,yill 1w a<l:1l'tNl (0 0111('1° wOlok 1 lian has 
'hPJop10f()\°p 1>('('11 ]lprfOrlllPu. In the l1l:lnuf'at"tlllOp of sugar 
pa rlku lady, it has SllllPIO(Opdpd (,\'pry onw!" 1}()WP1°, :1 n(l tIlt' 
l'a1l1P 10('nml°j;: may apply 10 o(h('IO 1)\°:111<"11('S of m:lllllfadlll"po 
It l1lusl be a llIaHpI' of prid\' to Hawaiians (liat lhis gTt'at: 
labor-saving implt'l1lpn1' o!"iginalp(l lIelop, a11<l that nit',\' lIa\,(> 
tllp llalll<' of l1w in\,P1l10\0-})ayi(1 ~r. \\,pston, (lie fonnde!" of 
the Iron \\'O\°1;:s of tl1is (Oit,\', The i1ll])J°oYP\llpnt: ("onsists "in 
thp aplllit"atioll of pI('l'1loit"i(~' as (he motiy\, 1)()W('I', ,,01li(Oh hmo, 
l H'oYl'd to Ill' SUlll'l'ior to any o1'liP!", ihollgll l)\'ohabl,\' 1:1Iel°(> 
:\lOp lIl{)]Oe of nH"l1l at }H'ps('nt (hi\'('n hy wnlp!" ihan hy any 
()tlipl' POW('I', In England tliis i\lllll'()\"('llH'n( has bCl'n aWHr<lt'd 
a patt'nt. whi(Oli indi(Oa(ps its YahH'. '1'lIp llUlllbl'l'of \\,pshm 
ma('liint's now in Opel"Htioll (Oan hal'dly he ("OlllPlltpt1, and (lip 
:lpplit:aiioll of 1liis }){HY(>!" to them di!"cp(', fl'om any 80Ill'(OP, 
'will va8tl~0 inf"l"eas(' (hpil' nnmbl'l' and llsci'nlncss. 
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'rhrum's Hawaiian Almanac for 1903 is issued, and we are 
indebted to the publisher for a copy. Like previous issues, 
it is full of statis-tical and other information, valuable for ref-
erence. Among them we note articles on ancient Hawaiian 
Farming', Birds, l'enal Settlement, Annual Retrospect, and 
local incidents during the past yem'. One's library is not com-
plete without this valuable serial, which dates back for nearly 
thirty yems. 
---:0:---
In answer to inquiries from abroad, it may be stated that 
our volcano on Hawaii is not in action now, nor has- it been 
for some months 01' years past. It is nor dead, but it is simply 
slumbel'ing, the dense smoke continually rising from the deep 
pit, while the sky above it is brilliantly illuminated at night. 
It does not seem to have any connection with any other vol-
eano, and when ready for action makes its- own plans. It is 
well worth visiting at any time, and no stranger should fail to 
witness it, in connection with a visit to Hilo. 
----:0:----
A G.Hll'ION '1'0 jJIILLJIEN. 
The EUl'opean correspondent of the Louisiana. rlanter 
Wl'i teR the following; which all Sugar men should 'know: 
"Ill one of our sugar faetories an accident has happened to 
\yhidl it mn;y be useful to call the attention of your readel's. 
,y Ol'k being finished, one of the otlicel's of the factory ,,,anted 
to see whether there was any water in the last steam evap-
orator and he opened, aecompanied by a workingman, the su-
called manhole, but before he ,vas able 1:0 find out whether 
there was- still ':lny water "in it 01' no, an explosion took place 
with fearful detonation. The otlicer and the workingman 
\ycre thrown a long way 011' and the Jatter killed, while the 
former was dangel'()l1s1y wounded. Inycstigatiom; as to how 
the accident could come to pass led to the diseoyer;y that a 
a lamp 'had been burning in the eondensator, by which the 
gases in the apllal'atushad been set on tire, cansing the ex-
plosion. The apparatus, howen'!', is not damaged in anr way. 
This event reminded the lllanagp1'~- of faci:01'it's to take care 
that their ,Yol'kingmell shonld not he allowed to come with 
burlling lights to any vessel wherein pxplosiye gases ('.0111d be 
gathered, hut: to lIse eJeetl'ic glow lamps 01' an~' lalltl'J'll of a 
~af(' ('Ollstl'netion. Bpsidps it shonld l)(~ m'!'ang'pd that all yes-
SP Is bdOJ'e a PJlroal"lI<'d by lIll'n a 1'(' left: open fora f:"<U Ilieien t 
pl'!'iod to let any g:lS(,S st1'eaJll onl"." 
----:0:----
lU'8SLtS sra.U?s. 
U. R. Snp1'eme (jOl1l't Decisioll.-'l'he Uni/pd Rtates Ru-
preme Court. at ,Yashillp:ton, n. r., <leeid(>d the Russian 
l'mgar case on fifth instant, in ptfl'd that Russia indil'edly 
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pays a bounty on sug'ar exported, and, therefore, that sugar 
imported into the United States from Russia is subject to the 
-assessment of countervailing duty equal to' the bounty, ac· 
cording to t'he Tariff Law in force. 'l'his decision supports 
the position t<lken by Great Britain and will probably haw 
an influence on Germany, Austria and France in completing 
the ratiiieation of the Bru8'sels Convention. 'fhe quantity 
of Russian sugars impol'ted into the United States has been 
small since the countervailing duty has been .assessed. 
The following 'statements wel'e agreed upon by the attor-
neys in tl1e case when it was before the Board of U. S, Gen· 
el'al appraiser~':-
"I. The Russian Government estimates the total produt-
tion and the total consumption of sugar, and the total amount 
which lllay be put upon the ll1'<lI'ket at. the normal excise of R. 
1.75 pel' pood is definitely fixed at the total ,amount required 
for consumption. This is known as free ~,ugar. 
"11. The first t}\/.IIIJ" l)()ods produced by each factOl'y is 
free sugar. The balance of the production "is divided into ftee 
sugar, obligatol'y reserve and free surplus 01' fl'ee reserve. 
"III. The amount of fl'ee sugar in each factory is propor· 
tioned to its tora I l)]'odlldion.as the estimated consumption 
is to the total production of the countl'.". This percentage is 
fix('d by the G oYel'llll1ent accol'ding to the estimates of pro· 
dudion and consumption. 
"IV. Under the Russian law, thel'efore, all sugar is di· 
yidpd in the thl'ee following elaf;ises:-
('<1) "Free sugar whieh consists of a cel'tain quantity of 
sugar which tlle Russian Government permits a factol',Y 01' 
refin!:'l'." to sell for home eonsumption under an eXelse tax of 
1.75 l'ubles pel' pood. 
(b) "An Obligatol'Y 01' Indh'ertible Resern~" of sugar. 
which consists of a eertain quantity kept at each factory Ol-
1'efiner~' by order of the Government, and whieh may not ht> 
sold 01' removed without t'he special permission of the GOY· 
ernlll(~nt. 
(') "Free Reserve 01' Free Surplus." ",hieh ('onsists of 81Wh 
sugar H8 is manufadured oypr ·and aboye- the quantit~· of 
"frpt' sugar" and "obligatOl'~' 01' indiyertible l'e~,prye." '1'11 i 1'1 
sugar ('annot be sold for home ('onsumption. pXt'ept upon pay· 
nlPIlt of tllP regular tax of 1.75 rubles and an additional tax 
of 1.75 rubles. 01' ;~,5() rubles in all. 
"And the Russian GoY('rnment fixps and determines the-
following:-
(a) 'fhe total quantity of sugar required for 'home ('on· 
sumntion. 
(h) 'I'he flu:mtity of "fI'Pt' sugal'" allowed to (':wh fa('tor." 
and this "obligatory 1'(,8(,1,\,(," ",l1ieh ('aeh faetor,Y 01' rp· 
fill('!'Y slla 11 kpf'JI 011 han(1. 
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(c) "The maximum pI'ice at which sugar may be ~)old for 
domestic consumption. 
"V. That the sugar which was imported in this case, and 
"Ihieh 'is covered by this protest, eonsists of 'free sug'ar.' as 
abo,-e defined, and would 'have been subject to an excise tax 
of 1.75 rubles per pood if E,old in Russia. 
·'-VI. That, upon the exportation of said sugar from Rus-
sia, the Russian Government under its laws and regulations, 
released said 'sugar from said tax of 1.75 rubles, either by a 
refund of the tax or a cancellation of indebtedness, or other-
wisE'. 
"YII. That in addition to remitting s,aid exeise tax the 
Government issued to the exporter a certificate certifying 
that he had exported such a quantity of so called free sugar. 
"Th'at the said certificates have a substantial market value 
and are transferable, and that the price thereof is usually 
dE'tel'mined by the difference existing at the time between 
the price obtainable for the sugar on the home market and 
the price obtainable abroad. 
'·YIII. That said certifieates are sold to and used by sugar 
manufacturers or refiners' who are therebv enabled to transfer 
from their 'free reserve' or 'fl'ee surplus" to their 'free sugar' 
an amount of sugar equal to the 'amount shown by said certi-
fil~atps tohaye been expol'ted, which amount may then be 'sold 
for domestic eonsumption on paying the ordinary tax of 1.75 
rubles per pood (to which free sugar is regularly subjeet). in-
~,tead of 'a tax of 3.50 per pood. 
"IX, That the import duty of sugar into Russia is 3 rubles 
pel' pood." 
Justiee Brown handed down the opinion of the SupreIllP 
Court. and in discussoiIlg the effeef of the certifieates, he 
~aid: ' "In praetiee the market value of these certifieates must 
yary ac-cording to tlw demand and supply. but tIlt' theory un-
derlying tlIP tl'ansH("tiom-J is alwa~'s this. that the ('xportel' 
shall suffer no loss be("ause he 'has (>xported his free sugar 
instead of selling 'it in the home market. It is pradieally 
admiti"pd in tllis ('ase that a bounty equal to the value of these 
('(>rtifi('ates h-. paid by the Russi:~u GOYel'llment. and the main 
:lrgu'llwnt of tlw petitionpr is addr(>ssed to the proposition 
that this bounty 'is paid. not upon exportation. hut upou pro-
duction. The answpl' to this is that: (>Y(>r~-bounty upon l'xpor-
tation must to a (,prtain extput opprate as a bounty upon 
Tll'odudion. siIwp noi<hing ("an be l'xportl'd whi('h is not pro-
du("Pu. and he1l("p a bount.\- upon ('xporration by ("reating a 
foreign demand stimulates an ilH"l"l'a~.eu }lrodlH'tion to tlw 
extl'nt of Sl11'11 demand. Consl'quently, a bounty upon pro-
dudion operatl's to a ("Prtain l'xtl'nt as a bount)- upon expor-
tation. SiIH'P it OPPllS to tlw mUIll1f'H'tllrpr a foreign market 
foJ' his mpl'("handiHe lll'odll(,pd in (,Xl"l'SS of tIl(' demand at 
llOllW. \YIH'rp rl'glllati01ls ('x(,ll1pt sugar ('xportpd from exeise 
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taxation altogether we think they clearly fall within the defin-
ition of an indirect bounty upon exportatjon."-WIllett & 
Gray. 
----:0:----
CHEJIIO.'iJ.J OO)"TROL IN 8UG.:lll WORES. 
Chemic-al control in sugar factmies is a. question of the 
utmost importance, and is one of the things to which the 
grea.test attention should be pard. On the continent of Eu-
rope the fact was recognized l'Ong ago, but it is to be regret-
ted that in this country and in our colO'nies propel' importance 
is not often attached to the subject. It is the old ('onse1'l-n-. 
tive rule of thumb w1hich governs most factories. Om fnc-
fol'ies in the colonies are very often rcpl'oacl.wd with using' 
antiquated methods and antiquated machinery, bnt yel'~- sel-
dom is it pointed out that what is most wanting is technical 
and scientific skill. It is not only the sugar industry ,vhieh 
sut'fer::, in this direction; it lIlay be said that neal'ly all the 
industries need illlprovemcn t fl'om the standpoint of c1hemic-a I 
education, 
'Why is there snch need of scientific chemical control? For 
no other I'eason than to ascertain and maintain the regular 
and profitable working of the faeto!'y. I h:we had occasioll to 
speak with lllaniel's and sngar manufnctm'p]'s from Yarion!; 
pads of the wol'ld, and han~ l){'en vPI'Y much astonishpd at 
t'he wa;" in which thpir bm,iness is condnded. They eit:lll'l' do 
not employ chemists at all, or employ what they call ver~" 
dew]", handy men. 'l'hey said their (so-ealled) cl.lemist ,va" 
very handy indeed, he conld be employed anywhere, from load-
ing the ('ane onto the 'YHgons to store-keepinp; and hook-
keeping, in fact, almost eYc!'y,yhere. ,Yhen they were asked 
in what ,yay e1hemital control is seem'pd, some only sln'ngg'cu 
their shonlders and said: "Oh, we nevel' lun"e <1lW. '''c know 
all these things by expc]'ienee withont I"llCl11ieal 0'1' analyti('a] 
aid." Sometimes t11PY ('omplain that they eanuot get: (,~1Pm· 
ists. In onc ('ase I lWHl'd they had 'had a c-lIPmist-, bnt he was 
a. nuisanee, alwa~"s quarreling' with t1H~ managel' and fOl'PI11 en. 
For people ,,,ho ('onsiucr a ehemist in a sngar works a n111-
o,ance thel'<~ is no IlPlp. and any dis(~ussion with them is IISP-
less. Planters and sugar manllfndlll'Pl'S £I'om the <:olonies fl'p-
quently tome to Eng'land and eonsult llwu,ti('al and scientific· 
men. I fmpposc the~" get proppr aclYi('e and go hOllle enri('11('(1 
in knowledge and pnlightplH'd with rpgard to new methods 
and pl'iIwiples. TIIP good planter on his retum tells his mail-
ag'f'l' all that he haslf'al'ned in Europe; the latter laugh" 
and ::,ays, "I know all this and haye fOl'gotten it long ago."" 
'l'hf' tl'oublp 11IP plantel' lIas takpn and all his pXl)(>nsps go 1'01' 
Hothing', and the wOl"k i~ ('ai'l'ip(] on as it wn~ done in his 
fnthpI"~ and gl'andfaihpl"s time. Of (,01l1'~P, I do not inj-p]Hl 
111 i" to a pply to n II fa ('j'OI'i(>~, lJp('a l1~e J know tlH'I"P a 1'(' 111:\ n;-
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Which are conducted in a propel', ,scientific way, but the above 
hafj been my expel'ience with many planters and 
man ufactm'el'S, 
A chemist emplo;red in a sugar works should have a scien-
tific training, and, if possible. praetical knowledge, He· 
should not only he acqnainted Winl analytical chemistry, but 
have some 'knowledge of agrkulture, engineering and com-
merce, A chemist in n. sugar fadory should be appinted by 
the proprieto1' or uy the board of directo1's, to whom he has 
to send his weekly l'eport and whom 'he must commlt on eyery 
important oecasion, Hu('h repo1'ts should be handed to the-
managel', the latter may take note of them and be' 
guided by tlwl1l, The chemist should be properly 
paid and treated, and his engagPl1lent should be fo;: 
a terlll ,of years, He shouIU be able to take pleasure 
in hh; work. should luwe a ('hance of Tll'O'lllotion, and 
be infol'med about eyerytlting going on in the faetory, He 
should he re'1n11'ed to yisit the fadOl'Y l'egularly each day 
and night. see tlw "'hole pl'oces!", of working, and should be 
t'he sC'ientific adyisl'r of tlle manager all'll the fOl'emen, The 
1Il0l'P he kllOWS ahout the ins and outs of the fadOl'Y, in 
(,Yl'ry dC'pal'1:ment. 1'hp lllOl'(' useful "'ilI he he ill the lahOl'a tory 
for a certain ]llllllhl'r of hours. and only pl<>a~('u when the 
evening hom' ('OlllCS :11\(1 lip ('an leave his Sall('hUll, It: is, neees-
saJ'y he should be OIl the best t(>]'l\lS with the lIlnnager and {he 
l']lg'incl']', I hn \'C lmown ('ascs ,,,h<>l'(' the 1\l,llIage]' and th(~ 
cngineul' ('onsiuP]'ed the dll'lIlist as a sp~'. a detective, an 
enemy. a. <.']'patll],(> whORe l)]'('s(>]]('(' Was not rcquil-ed, and 
WhORC' lif(, ''':1S I'll be 1ll,U1L' lIlis(>]'-nhle from day to day; and I 
]u\\'e also knO\Yll (,<Ises ",h(,l'C the ellE'llliRt was more diF:,liked 
i'he more dilig'elltly II<' laIH)]'pu for thp good of the pla('(', 
,Yhat is the llnty of a c1l<'mist ill a sngar fador,"'! He must 
analYJ:e and invl'stigate all J'aW IIlniu]'ial. ("llIP. b('d ]'oot, lime-
stOllt'. Rnlphm', d(',. in shmt all the ])]'odnds \\'hid\ are l'l\l-
l)loYl'd in i'll<' fadol'.". and all the lIl<li'erials llsea in the }Jro-
('(,ss(>s, He' must hc ]'p<jllil'l'u to Hll<t1YJ:(, thelll rpgnlal'ly. and 
to PHic']' his Ohs(,l'\'ations 01' ],l'POI'i'f.; ill a hook, ,,'hi('h should 
1)(' initialed hy tlhe mHllag('l' ()]' p]'o}ll'ietol', In fa dories ,vhe1'e 
a }ll'OCl'SS is, ('Illploy<,d ill \\'hi<"l\ lJOis<Jllolls lllah']'ials al'C' nsed,. 
i1ll',"e mnst l)(' (>xamilll'(1 f']'(~(J1]('ntl." an(} at shol'f~ ill{'Pl'\'nl~_ 
He must flll'nlP1' annlYJ:p the filli8h('(1 ])]'o<1n<"1'. allu also the 
prodnds dlll'ing the "HI'iollS 1)]'O('PSS('s, It- is absolll{l'ly Ill'('l'~' 
~m'" that from time t·o 1 imp a fnll :lIlah'sis of nll' sngm's 
sho'ul<1 hp 'Ill:H1p alld J)]'OIH'l'ly 1'('('o]'(l('d ill' illP hook!'" E~'p],'y 
jot of sug-aJ' whi('it is sold 0]' bOIlg-ht· must lw allni,YJwd and the 
analysis ]'(,I:()]'ded, lIow uSP['1I1 slll'h n 1'('('01'<1 is in ('asps of 
<1isp;]te I ('an say fro III my ()WlI ('Xjl<,\'i('II('P, Disputps with 
('ustOIllPl'F', Hll<} too pxa('{ illg- hllYl'l's a]'(' 11](> 1']'('(1'1<'111: lot· of 
e\'(>]'~' sligar mHnllfa<'1l1J'PI' and 1Il<']'('hant. nnd ill t hC'se enses 
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such a record is indispensable and forms the onl;v reliable 
testimony. 
In factories where poisons are emplo,ved in any of the 1'1'0· 
cesses every lot of sugar which goe::'. to tlle consumer lllust 
be ,analyzed in full before it leaves the premises. Samples 
of such sugars must not be taken at random from a big- bulle 
but from a small quantity, and if the quantit~· is large several 
samples mu::,·t be taken and analyzed. In such processes" for 
greater security, I would advise also the regular sending of 
'samples of sugar to a public analyst to cheek 1:Ihe an,alysis of 
the chemist. 
In cases where poisonous 1'roce:;:·ses are used, the impor-
tance .of reg-ular analyzing the sugar cannot be too strongly 
emphasized. 
As a matter of course the chemist has to analyze the juice 
and syrups in all the different stages; also the bagas::"e in tl\(~ 
case of the cane, the press cakes from the filter presses, the 
wash water from the filter bags, and all the by-products of the 
manufacture. 
The chemist ~lhouldhm'e the .opportunity of improving hill 
'knowledge of the agriculture, as carried on in the field. Ralll-
pIes of ('ane and beet should be taken dming yegetation and 
:analyzed. He should be allowed some insig{ht into the tradp 
,of the factory, as very often his advice may be useful in tlip 
changing of processes. The boiler 'house ~lhould be visited 
regularly and the chimney gases anlyzed. 
Specially important is the animal chareoal 01' bone black 
plant, which should be under the constant control of the 
~hemist. This is of the greatest importance in eonncetion with 
sugar refineries and glucose factories. 
In many continental faetorie:;:' ,a c'hemist 01' so-ealled l'hemist 
is employ'ed only for the season, and of conrSe he is onl~' paid 
for the season, and when that is oyer he is no longer l'equirpd 
or retained. Is this a. tolerable situation for a eOlllpetent 
man '! 'Vith what pleasure ean sueh a lllan work during' tllP 
campaign, when he knows that whpn tllP latte!' is finishell 
he hm:. to tlU'lI out'? I-Ie ('an only wOl'k pel'funl'tol'ily and lIlt'-
chanically. jnst to finish his engagement. His PIUI)loyP!' and 
the interests of his employ('l', are l'onsidel'pd 1>y him in so far 
as they gin~ 'himhread. Rul'll a. dlPlllist Plllploys half his tilllP 
in thinking whpn and 'lIOW he will findemployml'llt ant'1' thp 
season is oyer, and where he wi II be the next spa~',on. Ll't us 
'hope that this foolish system, too (~ommon on the l'ont'inl'nt, 
will soon eeasp, and that the sugar industry will no longer lll' 
despised by elever {'llemists with seipntifil' knowledge who at'P 
thereby eompelled to earn tlIPir liwlihood in othel' indm"tl'il's. 
-Si!IIIlIlIHl Stein ill tTle Int('l"lIatiollal SIIf/al' ,To/l/"llal. 
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A .NEW MODE If'Oll HEA.'l'ING- AND El'APOllATING-
BBE'l' JUICES, 
A new mode for l1eating and evapol'ating beet juices has of 
late attracted some attention, Hitherto the accepted theory 
has been that for reheating it is necessary that the tempera-
ture used shall be at least supel'ior to the maximum tempera-
ture of the liquid being heated, In most beet·sugar factories 
it is customary to draw fl'om the first compartment of a mul-
tiple effect the vapor liberated from the juice being concen-
tl'ated, and f;;.ubsequently to utilize it for reheating, etc, These 
vapors fl'om the last compartment could not answer the same 
purpose for various reasons; but they may render an impol'-
tant service by utilizing them -in receptacles having consid-
erable heating sUl'face, in which the beet juice circulates, Do 
what one may, there are important caloric losses, The new 
mode consis-ts in using the juice "apors at a low pressure for 
general heating purposes injectors being used, II'he appliance 
wOl'ks on the same plan as a Giffard, Live steam is run 
through, drawing low pressure beet juices with it, and forc-
ing tllem into a compartment communicating with the first 
compar1!ment of a multiple effect. M, Saillard discussing the 
quer;.tion calls ·attention to Dr. Olassen's investigations re-
garding the possible economy of steam to be realized during 
.evaporation, b,v the use of injectors of the Korting t,rpe, Oue 
kilogram of direct steam at a. pressmeof 6 atmospheres ean 
draw by suction 0,55 kilos of juice vapor at 0.3 atmospheres 
vaeuo, to force it into a receptaele at a pressure of 0,5 atmos-
phere~', \Yhen the steam has a pressure of 4.5 atmospheres. 
the sndion under the ·same conditions will be 0,4 kilos, In 
plain words there are nepded 2 kilos of dil'pct steam having a 
pressllre exepl'ding by 5 to (j atmospberes the pressure of the 
jui('e vapor, in Ordl'l' to draw by suction one kilo of the latter 
into it receptaele w'here the pressure is 0,:-:1 'atlllo~'liheres, If 
ill a heet-sugar factory most of the machines are working at 
fnII 11l'PSSUrl'. the eeonolll? with injectors means for a. quad· 
ruple etIed a,s kilos dil'l~et steam for 100 kilos of hl'ets, pro· 
.. ided the vapor is taken from the seeond ('ompartuwnt. If 
tIll' fadory has only expan~.ion engiups. tll(> yol nme of exhaust 
~tl'alll thE'u being ll'ss, it bpc'omes lIe('l'sHm'y to spud more 
dil'pd steam iut·otllP first ('OlllllartlllPnt of the multiple effed. 
nnd nIP p('ouomy to be rpali~pd through til(> UHP of illjedors 
llndeI' these ('onditions would be gl'patpl'.-Bcct 8 lIf/a 1', 
----:0:----
~'{UCCES8PCL CA.YB LO.-llH'iR. 
HaYing U(,(,ll informed of tllP SUl'(,t'f·sful olJPration of the 
Howardeane loader on the \"aubun plantation. iu 'ferr('· 
UOIlIW paris'll. its work was viewed dUl'ing· OIl' w(,p].: by a 1'('-
})J'pspntath'p of the ~\Igar Planters' ,Toul'llal. and wp al'e glad 
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to state that it was found admirably performing its labor-
saving function. 
The ~Iessl's. Moore. proprietors of \Vaubun, began using the 
cane loader on the ninth instant, it being operated under the 
direction of the inYentor, T. J. Howard, and so pleased were 
the purchm:oel's that they bought another, whieh is now also 
in use. 
The machine, as seen working. is practieally the same in 
construction as t1lC one exhibited last summer at the Sugm-
Experiment Station. The only diiIel'ence lies in the gmpple, 
which 'has been changed matel'ially fol' the better. Eaeh 
grapple is equal to l'aising 500 pounds cane to the lift. and 
eonsists of a fOl'k with a trip hook. the load released by pull-
ing on a eOI'd. It is opened by a spring when laid on the 
ground and is in a position to <:lasp d(HYn on the eHne "'hen 
drawn along the ful'l'o,," between the hpap rows. As the 
grapple is dl'awn up to the top of the inelined boom that 
swings it: around and on'r the wagons to be loaded. it is 
tightcncd, and seem'el:,- binds the eanes, whieh are released 
by a tl'ip and drop into an;r desired pm't of the wagoll a \\"Hi t-
ing' loading. 
The weight of the loauC'r is reported as lwing- 2,000 1l0Ulids 
and it i,1 ui'awn along by foul' mu1ps \yithout: any gl'(~at dim-
eu1t:,-. Cyell when the roads are heny,Y, As noled on \V:1ubun. 
when the loadel' had both tilt' gl':1]J]Jles \yorking at oncl', one 
to either sidc, loading ('ane onto earts on both sidps si\llul· 
taneonsly. the following numbpr of labOl'cl's \\'l'l'l' lwing nspd: 
One boy to driY(> the mules that pull thl' lIlaehinc along": two 
mcn to di\'eet the g"l'applcs; 1:\YO mcn to aU-pnd to the swing-
ing around of thc two booms, from \\'hieh hang' the lHlllcll<'s 
of liHpd ('anes ",11i<:h they also trip; OIl(" man ~:Iittillg at the 
buek of the loadcl'. attending to the bl'ah' that ('ontI'ols the' 
rope fastcned to thc gl'apple, ",hi('11 ropp is dnt\\'n by a mule 
drivcn aW'a~' from the maehine and trip])C'd loose by tltp two 
tlOy l'idl'rs when their mulrs have raised tIll' separate loads, 
the brakeman letting the \'opcs slip \\'hen the loads a\'e in 
a position to he dI'OP1W(1 by tripping, A hoy was also em-
ployed in pil'killg up thp few 10of'le ('ancs that had sliPIWc1 
throngh tlte gTal)ples. H is vPI'y lil;:ply that two of the men 
used on thl' sides of ill(' lo:ulcr will 1w disphlf'pd h:," HIP 1:\vo 
teamstpl's of thp \vag-ons 1llH1(,l'going ilw IO:ldillg ]l\'oepss. III 
this (,\'PIlt. thp loadl'I' will hp olwrai<'(l entin'ly by six mPH 
and bon:, 
EYPI: sin('p thp ('a liP IO;1(l<'I' has bp(,11 in opt'l'a tion on \Ya u-
bun, it 'ha s had to on'\'('oll\(' tI\(' (ll-a w h:H'k~" ill(' i(1< 'n t: to llPa \'y 
roads, :XotwithstnIl(ling. it' was SP(,1l that two wagons WP\'(' 1'(,-
peatedly 10:111('(1 ill fl'o\lI fi\'(' til sl'\,pn minuj('s, approximating 
011(' an<1 tln'(,p'ql1:1l'tpl' t<mf; ('al\(, to thp wagon, The wagons 
have had thC'il' sid(·s mad!' two f('('(: high(,I' hy illP nailing on 
of wood I':\('];:S, ill this 1l1:1l\lH'I' a\'oi(lillg s(:u'killg th(' si<1ps 
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with canes, as is common with hand loaded wagons. 'fhe 
canes that the machine was lifting at the time of our repre-
sentative's visit were exceedingly heavy in stand, large and 
cl'ooked. Manager Clmpron, of "Waubun, vouches for the 
statement that under his direction, on a recent occasion when 
the wagons ,yere ready and waitiilg for the loader to supply 
them cane, and not yiee versa, as is most 'ahvays, the rule on 
account of scarcity of wagons, eight wagons were loaded in 
twenty-five minutes, one and a half tons to the wagon. He 
also stated that a single wagon had been loaded in t,yO and 
a half minutes. 
Records kept on 'Yaubun show that on the sixteenth in-
stant loading of ("ane by hand was' accomplished at a cost of 
fourteen cents per ton, while the cost of loading with the 
force as stated above was G.G3 cents 1)er ton. 
'flle eeonomie impo\'tance of the mechanic-al calle loader 
in Ilse 011 Louisiana,"sllgar plantations is (~el'tainly manifest. 
----::0:----
LYSUIUXCB OX LOCISL1X~1 8CG.-1R HOCSES. 
A sugaJ' house recently burned down and at Ollce uecame 
the tpxt for several in:;'lll'tll1ce ,niters, they arguing, we sup-
P08<', that sugar houses were a yery clangerous risk, because 
they might happen to 11mn down; that one had just bUl'lled 
down and that therefore 1'ates must be entirely \"00 low. 
'Ye find no,Y that eypn tlH~ Tcm rork JOIlJ'l/aZ of COII/lllcrce 
in its issue of Jallllm'Y ;), has in its insl1l'anCe columns some 
eOll111lents eoncel'lling: Lciuisiana f'ugal' hOIl8(~S that m'e cer-
tainly not very sa tisfactory to those in the sugaJ' interest 
here. It a(lYerts to the fact that the 700 sugar houses in 
operation SOllle i:en ~'ears ago haYing now been reduced to 
ahout one-half thai: l1umlwl', is an e\"idem'p of the languishing 
of the industr~', fOJ'getting' as tlwy do that if; simply means 
that eone('ntJ'ation in manufaeture that leads to greater e(~on 
omy, and ill llle l'11(1 , to a gl'eatel' profit. -
Hpfl'lTing to the ehal'aeiel' of these risks the .Joul'l/((l of 
('OIlIlIlC/'('(: f!'ays that some compallic's haye put them on theil' 
]H'ollihiliYl' !isti-;, while others 'Yl'ite only sdedC'Cl plants and 
('ypn Oil tl}(JSp c1emand ilH'l'pasing I'ntes, It elaim~, that the 
physical haxnnl 11('\'(>1' jnsti1ipt1 the low l'atef; at one time 
HPPI'OYC'd by the Xew 01'leanfl ('omp:\('!nlld that the unrea8· 
ollnblp a Hi tude of t",o 01' thl'('(' !oeal companies ]H'eventec1 
adeflnnte sC'llec1n!es lwillg' stI'idly npl'llc'd. In other 
words, I"he imHll'HlH'P editol' of th(> .Jourl/al of COII/II/ercc seems' 
to l'efpl' to the' Xpw Ol'lpnlls ('olllpnd as a pl'oller oJ'ganixntion 
aud hplif'Y('s ihat all thl'8l' rat!':,; al'(' too 10"'. 
,y(, han' had ('ollsi(l(,I'ablp ('OJl\'PI'Sa tion ",ith prominent 
inslu'Hn{'(' lIlpn in XC'", Ol'l(,:1ns who ha\"e assul'ed lIS that they 
lIe\,('I' lost lllO)WY on thpir sngal' hOllse hll~,illPSS. 'l'hey be-
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lieved that well ehosen sug'al' house risks were as good as 
could be had when fail' rates were got. 
There can be no doubt but that during reeent .years the 
insUI'ance cOlUpanies in New Orle,ins IUlYe nearly 'killed the 
goose that laid the g'olden eggs, 'l'he;v haYl~ aske'd ~,uch high 
rates for the sugar house insllran('e that a yery large portion 
of the sugar house property of this state is not insured at all. 
At the salUe time, the owners of the sugar houses would be 
very glad to 'haye them in~oUred at fail' rates and the com-
panies would make money by doing the business, but they see 
fit to discriminate against this, the leading manufaetllrillg in-
dustry of our state.-LolliBiann Plnnter. . 
----:0:----
EFFECT OF FeEL OIL. 
(How the Substitute For Coal Has Cheapened Frf>ights.) 
8ir l\1iarcus Ballluel ha~, ('aIled the attention of the British 
public to the possibilities of the future in conneeiion with the 
substitution of oil for ('oal as a fuel for steam vessels. Mr. 
~~elrose, of the U. S. Xayy Department, predids tlw use of oil 
in the neal' future as fuel for war yessels. 'fllPY might haye 
gone farther and told of the remarkable ('onditiom" now ex-
isting on the Pac-ifie ('oast of the Fnitf>d ~tates. There fUf>1 
oil has long passed the expel'imental stage. OYer fifty stf>am-
f>rs now saH fl'om the }lOl't of ~all FrllIwisl'o with oil for fne\. 
The steamer Mal'iposa returlwd hom 'fahiti, a l'pturH trip of 
7,200 miles. undpl' stpam gellPI'ateel px<"iuHiyely by oil. Prps-
sure anel ~"pped were e-asily mailli"ainpd, and sll(> rpa('hpd port 
one da~- allPad of her s('hedull'. Hpr fupl ('ost just half as 
milch as ('onl; tllPre was no expensp fOl: painting ship Hu(~h as 
is necessary whf>n ('oal is mwd, Partir'ula!'ly intpl'esting i" 
the opinion of Liputf>nant \Yineheli, ,,-ho hm, reported on the 
v{)yagc for thp rnitpd Sta tps GoY(~rnment, as to thl' dUll'ad('1' 
of men that should be employpd in tIle fire rooms whpl'e there 
is an oi·l-fuel installation. It Iwitller rC'luirf>s physieal en-
dUJ'anee liar 1)1'e\'ious tmilling with ('oal fire. The mpn pla('pel 
in charge of the ('ontriYanl'p. ho,,"('\'el', should hlwe mecllan-
ieal aptitudt', and possess l'f>adiness of rpSO\ll'ee and I1ent'. 
The sen~'ps of sight.llParing, and 1'oueh must be pxpreised at 
all tilllPS, sin('e it is pssential to 'kppp a good lookout 011 the 
furnace to note by flIP sound of the working' of tIl(> blowcl's. 
and the {'omplptplH'SS of ('ombustion. and to ('lIp('k by tllP 
sense of tou('h the workingf' of n1Pehani(~al eontriYalH'Ps. If 
fewer men al'e Iweded in the fil"f> rooJlls it is I'Pquisih' to 
secure men of high intelligpn('(', who ('an judge qui('};:ly as to 
the tendene~' towards impairment. 
THI~ l\IO~I~Y SA \,Efl.-Lf>ss spa(~p ,,;as oCl'upied. the fixed 
charges for lahol' wel"e grpatly l'pdueed, the fef>ding of the 
fuel took less tinH' and ('()st Ipss. In fad, 1\0 dh.:,ad\'antageH 
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were discovered, and the advantages were manifold. It is 
estimated that on one troop-ship making the tril) from San 
Fi'~lllcisco to )1'anilla and return the saving on fuel through 
the use of oil has been at least £ 5,000 for eyery such voyage. 
The result of the lad~ of demand fol' coal is remarkable. In 
San Francisco harbor alone £ GOO,OOO worth of capi-
tal in ships haE' been forced into idleness. Ship-
ownl'rs and skippers no longer find it profitable to 
voyage to Japan and Australia and return to San 
Francisco, awaiting em'goes of grain to Europe. 
'l'he competition in carrying the small imports of coal has 
been so keen and the freight rates are now so low that the 
shipowners prefer to have their vessell';, idly ride the becalmed 
waters of the.. bay rather than take the chance of obtaining 
valuable cal'goes in foreign ports. One of the benefits is 
that grain impol'tpl'S of California can obtain low rates to 
Europe. 'fhe n'ssl'ls engaged in carrying coal are usually 
designed also for the grain tl'ade to Europe. AE' this coal 
trade is gone, therl~ is only one SOlll'ce of revenue left, and 
that is the grain trade. Here, again, keen competition has 
entered, and as a result tlll're aI'e low rates on grain to 
European ports. 
COLLIEHS OUT OJ.' 'W OHK. - Twenty-three shillings is th~ 
present low pl'ice for a grain eharter from San Francisco to 
Great Brih1in or the Continent- The use of fuel oil 'has' put 
the l'olliers out of busirll'ss. and in turn they have sought 
01)('rations in other channels_ The rapid inC'rease in the ship-
ping facilities of the WOl'ld. due in great part to the artificial 
demands for tl'ansportation gl'O\ving out of the South Afri-
can ·and Spanish wars, has induced a reduction in ocean 
freight rates for ('argoes in buJok, and to that extent favored 
the farlJ1prs and producers, if not the manufacturel's. This 
favoNlbll' situation is Heddentul. \Yhen )11'. )lorgull ·and his 
assodutes shall have eOlllpleted their tl'ansportation arrange-
ments, an oil-burning equipment for every vessel being a 
projected part of the plan, the tramp steamer will be out of 
the l'unning_ In ('onnel'tion with this oil question the Stan-
dar'd Oil Company has a great fight on its hands in Cali-
forni:1- The trouble lies between the Rtandard people and :t 
big oil and transportation company. The Standard Oil peo-
ple are building a pipe line 200 miles long from the great 
oil fields in Kern County to tide water in San Fmneiseo Bay. 
'fIle Standard Oil (~oll1iJany will use this pipe line for tlie 
transportation of oil from wells acquired by the corporation. 
It will also (,aI'ry oil for ]lrodueers. 'fhe rate of transporta-
tion to produ('ers will ('onforlU to that of the railway COlJ1-
paniPf) connecting with the oil field, as the Standard Oil and 
the ROlltlwrn P:wifie and Ranta Fe Railway Companies are 
working undl'l' a tariff agreement. 
ClmAl' On" - .-\ big California ('orporntion, whieh owns 
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~ollle of tile best well~ in the oil distl'ict and owns a coast 
line of steamers engaged in the oil-carrying tl'ade , lutBsul'-
veyed a direct route fl'om the oil field to oeean, and has 
agreed that if pledged freight to the extentoi 1U,UOO bane!s 
of oil daily it will build 11 milway, and thus furnish l'elief 
to the OWners of wells having no eonnection with tl1e ~tand-ard 
Oil Company 01' the railway companiel-D, Thus fur freig'ht to 
the extent of \),OUO barrels of oil daily has been guaranteed. 
'1'his fight is a yery pretty one becau~e the CalifOl'llhUlS 'ill it 
ure worth, ill the agg'l'egate, £:W,UUU,UUU, and have all'eadJ 
had sevel'alsuceeBsful skil'lnishe~ with the railwa,)' compau-
jes. 'rhe outcome of the fight will be that oil will be the 
cheapest thing on the l'acifie eom:ot 01' the two eompunieB will 
combIne. The latter is the outcome to be expeded, '1'1Ie issue of 
this shipping cOllg'estion i::; in doubt. but 'it will lllaI~e Amer-
ican competition keener than ever, for the ocean fl'eights 
will be so ::;low that they will be but a slIlull matter in 
figuring prices in uny part of the world, 'rhis will include 
the transportation of fuel oil for sale, and with the pl'esen t 
situation along the Pacific coa~'t in view it is but reasonable 
to suppose that a great majority of steam-going vessels will 
within a few yem'shaye substituted oil for eoa1. Therc is 
1'IP11t,)' of oil i~l the United States, and mnch in other coun-
tl'il's, Its pricc is merely a question of tram'pol'tation, and 
that again is mel'ely a question of the construetion of pipe 
lines to tide water, The last nayal Appropriation Bill passed 
by the Congress of the united States eal'ried an item of 
.£ 4,000 for experiments to be made with oil on naval Y(~ssels 
and thpse expel'imentl" ~1l"e now in progress, '1'hc same plant 
whil'h hal' bpen nsed for veal'S to test the eineiellcvof ditfer-
pnt gl'a(le~ of' coals is now' being lIsed to test oil, a 'fact which 
speaks wpll for It::;elf, It may soon heeome a question with 
i he various peopl('s of the ('arth not as to the fuhll'C coal sup-
ply, but \\'hat of the oil ",upply'? '1'he hahtnec of tmde lila." 
hinge 011 this ill tIl(> rutlUf', for the cheap('st trallsportati01I. 
gOH'l'l1S the ma!'l;:pL-J.J,l'clw}/yc. 
---:0:---
nfJ>IWITYO 8FOJ_l? ('_IY88, 
",A'1110ngst till' (':lnS<'R 1't'RponRihle for the l)\'(~SPIlj- agrif'lIl-
1u1'nl depI'p!',sion ill th(> \\,pst: Indies. pn1'lif'lIlarly ill thp sllgal'-
producing islalHlR. must 1)(> pl:w('(l ill(' high l))'ofits f01'IlWI'I~' 
ohtaiIwd from slIgm' ('ultinltion, In tll(' (lays hefOl'(' !'lIP 1)(>(>1: 
he(':\nw an impol'tnnt' fal'!ol' in tll(> sng'm' 1T:l(1t~ of nIP wo1'lr1 
1l1e sngaI'-l'ane yipldpd I'plntiyply PllOl'1Il0nS rptlll'llS, and plan-
tel's mac1t' (>\"(,I'y ('tl'OI'l' to pxt'elHl thp aI'PH lIl:l1c'l' sngar-cHne 
('uitivatioll, 'ro this pnd vnlnahl(, fl'nit nIHl <:Ih('\' iTPps \VCI'C 
('nt down. pOOl' lan(ls l))'epal'pd at' gTl'al: ('(lsI'. :Ind. in fad. 
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stmeely any sacrifice wa~· thought too heavy so 10llg as it led 
to Ull ill crease of the outpUt of ("e sLaple crop," 'rill:'; was the 
yiew expt'essed a fortnight ago in one of tile official publica-
tions of the Imperial Depal'tlllellt of Agriculture for tile \\' est 
lndies. lu::>leau ·of pro\'idillg agaim;t contlllgencies by lltl\'-
jug sl'\'erai' strlllgs to ·their bow the tOIOllist£. were attacked 
by ~ feverish desire to make fortunes l'apidly, and eould 
l:,l \ t- !lO llLOugltt to the futnre, Cotton-gl'OWillg, 011el' the 
lIl.aiw;tay of some IOl'alities, was completely wiped out, so 
tllH't, im,t-l'ad of the ~lother Counh',Y 'l'eeeiving about till'ee-
fomths of her cotton sUllPly hOUl the 'Yest Iudies, the COlll-
llwuity soon lliwppeared altogether from our list of imports, 
80 with ol11el' artides; everything had to give way to sugal'. 
But in making the chang'e the planters acted without dis-
crimination, and they adopted the policy of being content 
with growing the Yll'rieties of sugal'-canes ,,'itll which they 
wel'e familial' and sticking to old-fashioned methods of pru-
duting the marketable comlllodity, 'Yhen beet gl'owel'::; 
threatened (:ompetition the conservative cane growers ridi-
culed the step, and they never stirred in the direction or 
dUtllging their methods. DUl'ing 1ll0l'e than half a century 
the heet gl'OWel'S have f'Jhown what it is possihle to aCC0111-
plish in illllll'OYing the fluality of a vegetable and the quan-
tity of its yil'lli, for the heet now llrodutes about fo111' times 
as lllul'h sugar as it did originally. Still the 'Yl'st Indian 
lJIanten; did nothing but fold their arms, grumhle about fol'-
t'ign bounties, and trust to their pxhausted canes to ward off 
collapse_ 
::\Iommx METHODS XECESS.Hty,-Bul: sillce the institution 
of the Agrieultmal Deplll'tmellt by )11'. Chambl'rlain in the 
nut-tl'1I111 of lSn7 thingf" have begun to look more hopeful fOt' 
the sugar-growing islands llrovidpd the planters are prepal'ed 
to shake on' tllC'ir apathy and substitute modern methods for 
the ohsolpte ways of th('il' fathprs and grandfathers. These 
ways \H'rl' ('x('.ellent no doubt wlH'n 1'h(>r(> was no opposition, 
hilt tll<.>y are wholly inadl'(l1Jate for nHHlprl1 dn,\'s and keen 
)'iYalJ'y ,,'lIPll sn<.:('('s~'. ('an he attain('ll ol1h' bv in('essant exer-
t iOI1 (;11 rigll t- I inl's, ..\(lopting a lll'adi('p' w(:ll known to flor-
ists. hor1 it'u IIIl1'ish;, and otlll'rs, bn t: to h('pt groWP1'R in par-
ti('nlar, the depal'l'nwn1' has in Hw l);lsl: three seasons devoted 
\lIueh time to the study of improving the qnality and p;'odnc-
1 in~ ('apl\('ity of ('allI'S .mitable for ('ultiYation in the islands. 
and the r('~'.n1ts. wltieh al'e publil'hed annuall.", show the most 
Pllt'olll'aging Sl1(~l'ef'S to han' attended HlP \\"ork. Expel'i-
\lI('nts hayp been f'ysl:ematiral1y cal'ricd ant in 'l'l'inidad, Hal" 
hallof', .\II!ig ua, ll1l'd Rt. Kitts ~yith ('aJWf' }ll'o(:n('('d fl'011l seed. 
and 1Iot. af'in former times, f1'()1\1 slips of old canpf'. The 
8(>('<.11 ings 111'0\"(> to 1)(0 far snperior 10 thc OI'<lilw I'y (':11lP:''', as 
iR ('leal' fl'om the Y01111nin01If' statif'1ieal I'c:'mlts rpla1'ing 1'0 
this yeal":'; i1l\"cstigation. 'Vhcn the expcI'inw1Its \H"I'e fil'st 
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undertaken the Barbados seedling known as B 147 was' 
thDught to be the most satisfactory, but further experience 
has brought out 'its defective qualities, and the best all-
round cane is now declared to be B 208, 'ivhich has been 
awar'ded the fhst place in each locality where it has been 
tI'ied, all observers agreeing that its juice is, remarkable for 
its great richness 'and purity. It should b", noted that the 
experiments have been carried out on the ordinary sugar eS-
tates, plots being selected in the fields where the piantel'S 
obtain their crops. As the treatment iE' in all cases the same 
the results are strietly comparable. 
V ARIE'J.'IES CUUl'IVA'J.'ED.-A dozen varieties were under cul-
tiyation in the Barbados experiments. ·Without entering Ill-
to details it may be stated that, taking the aYeI'age yield of 
the plants in all soils, B 208 was first on the list with a yield 
of 7,5951b. of sucrose (cane sugar) per aCI'e, the purity of 
the juke being very high. B 147 was in the second place, 
with 7,3631b. of sucrose but with juice of doubtful pm·ity. 
On the other hand the planter's favorite cane, known a~ 
white transparent took the eighth place with 6,550lb. of su-
crose and juice of high purity. At Antigua there were twenty-
three varieties grown, and it is evident that the soil there is 
('on genial ,for the results :U'e all high. B 208 yield<:>d 1:1,2!1:~lb. 
of ::;merose per aere in juke, and nine other canes produeed 
eneh oyer 111,OOOlb. \Yhite transparent was near the bottom 
of the list, however, being awar'ded the twentieth place, with 
8,5661b., B 147 being the twenty-first with 8,827Ib. Twenty 
yarieties competed in St. Kitts, B 208 standing first with 
10,3781b. Df sucrose per acre to its credit, fiye others exceed-
ing 9,000lb., but white transparent Deeupied a middre posi-
tion, being tenth on the list with 8.G771b., B 147 eoming next 
with 8,5971b. 'rhese are all very remarkable results, proving 
incontes.tablv that by the introdudion Df more sci<:>ntific 
methods it i's possibl~ to evolve a eane wl1i('h will yield con-
siderably more and pUl'l'l' sngar than has hitherto been found 
obtainable; we shall not say four times as UlIH'h, as in the 
('ase of beet. but an in('rease suffieient to (,OIlYert a bankl'upt 
business into a paying onp. For the pres.ent the authol'itip:> 
do not urge the planters to go in wholesale for the cultinl-
tion of B 208. but to begin ('auiiously with small areas of the 
best varieties, :wcmding to the natm'e of the soil, the rainfall, 
and ,the exposure of ea~h lo('ality, while the department ('on-
tinues its expel'inwnts with the best now dis('oYered and new 
olles that llIay he found af,' the ilwestigatioJl pl'o("epds.-l"on-
don 1'iJllc8. 
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FREE TRADE IN SUGAR IN ENGLAND. 
The full development ·of the policy of free trade, to which 
this country has long since committed itself, involves some 
very difficult questions in our relations with thoE,e foreign 
Powers who still adhere to the policy of protection, 'and 
among these questions is one which for some time past has 
engaged and still occupies the attention of our Government 
in connection with the non-observance by France of a treaty 
entered into by that country with this and two others as far 
back 'aE' 1864. Our Ministers, bound by the obligations of free 
trade, and fearful of the cry of "no protection," are perplexed 
to discover in what way this country, without resorting to 
countervailing import duties, can defend its home and colon-
ial industries from deliberate attacks by protected foreigners. 
'fhe case at once 'arises when a foreign Government chooses 
to subsidize a particular industry of its own in order to OUE,t 
from our home as well as fl'om the foreign markets an im-
portant competing industry of this country which otherwise 
would hold its own. Under such circumstances what course 
is our Government to adopt? Are we to look on and see 
British capital, labor, and l;:lkill forced out of a natural and 
advantageous channel of employment at great loss, which 
ultimately falls on the consumer, because free trade forbids 
interference, ·and political economy demonstrates that in 
some indefinite pedodof time the country which so props 
up an industry will find out its mistake? I can find no au-
thority among the leading economists and greatest advocates 
of free trade which goes so far as to maintain that no oppo-
sition must be offel'ed by one nation adopting free trade in 
the event of its national industries being attacked by another 
nation using the State weapons of protection, not for the pur-
pose of compensating natural disadY·antageE' but with a view 
of crushing riYals, and thus dominating the market, and so 
ultimately recouping itself at the expense of the consumers. 
This suppositious case has actually riEoen, and France at 
this time subsidizes her refiners in an indirect but most 
effectual way, in order that they may undersell and eyen-
tually driYe the British refiner from hiE' own, as they already 
have done from the continental market; and what is worse, 
in doing this, France 'is acting in direct contravention of a 
specific reciprocal treaty entered into ten ~'ears ago, the stip-
ulations of which,although originated by her, she has never 
observed. 
That such is the fact will be evident to anyone who reads 
the despatches and correE'pondence relatiye t~ the Sugar Con-
yention of 1864, eontained in a paper presented to the House 
of Commons shortly before the recess, By that convention 
:treaty France, England, Belg'ium, and Holland l'eciprocally 
engaged to make certain agreed fiscal regulations, in order 
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to put an end to all bounties on exportation of refined sugar. 
We have fulfilled our engagement in its entirety, but France 
has not yet done so, and consequently 'a tl'eaty which on 
paper is what the juris,ts term an equal ,one, has in its opera-
tion, throug'h default of France, become an unequal one, 'such 
as might have been imposed upon us by a superior Power, 
and the result is that the great refining industry of this coun-
try is being ruined, and the \Vest Indian and other British 
colonies whence that industry drew its chief supplies. of raw 
sugar are having their staple trade arrested and their pro-
duce artificially injured in value. This presses with great 
severity upon our \Vest Indian possessions', especially Dem-
erm'a and Jamaica, inasmuch as these colonies, with their 
free and well-paid, but scarce, supply of labor can barely 
maintain their ground against competition of the s-lave labor 
of Cuba, which, in spite of Spanish Abolition Acts, is more 
flourishing than ever. Even the wealthy and prosperous is-
land of Barbadoes, with her good supply of labor, is so hard 
pushed by Cuban slavery, that she has no resources to spare 
for a contest in the British market with the highly-protected 
sugar of Fmnce. Ever since 1846, when Earl Russell, in op-
position to the views of Sir Robert Peel, abandoned British 
Colonial sugar to an unequal stl'Uggle with the sluve-grown 
sugar of Cuba and Brazil by equalizing the import duties' on 
free and s}ave-grown produce, -the \Vest Indian colonies have 
ceased to expect any fiscal protection whatsoevel', but they 
have relied upon our Government being able to giYe its free 
trade policy full play in negotiating and carrying into effect 
commercial treaties. 
The very essence of free tmde is to leave capital and labor 
to flow without let or stimulus into those channels of pro-
duetion whic11 the natural advantages of each country lllay 
render most reproductive. By this means international trade 
is carried on w"ith the greatest benefit to both producers and 
('ousumers of the several countries, but this harmony of in-
terests is at once destroyed if one country subsidb:es its own 
produce, which, so far as free trade is concerned. has exactly 
the same effect as placing a more or less prohibitiw impost 
on the product of its neghbor. The conduct, therefore, of 
Fmnce, in not giving effect to this treaty has hampered our 
colonies in devploping their natural advantages, has arrested 
tIle flow of capital and labor in this country into a reproduc-
tive channel of industry, and to whatever extent this has. 
been done, by every maxim of free trade, the general interests 
of the mass of consumers must now or eventually suffer. 
The parliamentary paper before refel'l'ed to, ('Qntains some 
very vigorous remonstrances on the part of the Inte, as well 
as' of our present Government, but the very feeble pleas put 
forward by the Frcneh Goyernment bctray either disinclin-
ation or inability t9 fulfil their engagements, 'and at the last 
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moment some fresh pl'etext for delayieng refining in bond, 
authorized by the House of Assembly early tilis year, and 
consented to by us as a solution of the difficulty, has been 
found. 1 am afraid that unless our Foreign l\lini:;:.ter is very 
firm 'and watchful some indirect means will be taken to con-
tinue a bounty which, considering the large interests fostered 
by its influences, French statesmen now find great difficulty 
in dealing with. At all events, it will be a triumph of diplo-
macy if we succeed in secm'ing the reciprocity which was the 
object of the treaty withont having recourE'e to the surtax, 
which under clause 19 of the treaty we have power to impose· 
upon imports of refined sugar if exported under a bounty by. 
anyone of the contracting nations. 
I have endeavored to present the case in its full bearing 
upon our public policy of free trade and, without entering 
into the numerOUE' details and trade statistics contained in the 
official correspondence, also to point out the serious injUl'y 
which is being inflicted upon imporvant home and coloni'al 
intereE,ts; and I am sanguine enough to believe that the in-
fluence of the press will materially help our Ministers in their 
endeavors to secure for our trade and commerce the fail' and 
legitimate reciprocal advantages of "free trade and no protec-
tion," and in this expectation I submit the whole question for 
your consideration.-Walltvyn Poyer B. Shepheard in The Int. 
811gar Jour. 
----:0:----
THE AMERICA.N SUGA.R REFINING CO. 
'.I'he an'llual meeting of the stockholders of this company 
was held January 14, at Jersey City. There was represented 
the holders of 629,466 shares of sto(jk, either in person or by 
proxy. The President, Mr. Havemeyer, reported a satisfac-
tory business last year and an expectation of an improvement 
this year. 1\11'. H. O. Havemeyer, Mr. John Meyer and Mr. 
Arthur Donner, the directors whose term of ol'fice expired 
today, were unanimouE,ly re-elected. The acts of the officers: 
and dh'ectors up to this time were approved. It was voted 
that the smplus in fhe treasury of the company, 'after the 
payment of the dividends which have been declared, shall be' 
transferred to the working capital. 
President Havemeyer in his annual report says: "'l'he pres-
ident is able to report to the stockllOlders that during the 
past year bUEoiness conditions relating both to purchase of 
raw and the sale of refined have been reasonably satisfactory. 
The average priee at which refined lws been sold is 4.45c. a 
pound. ThiE' includes 1.81 cents a pound which goes to' 
the Government. It tbus appears that the net 
price has been reduced tQ 2.64c. a lb., as against a net 
price which, in 1887, at the time of the formation of the Sugat' 
Refineries Co., was 3.50c. I refer to tlbe matter particularly 
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at this time because of propo:;:'ed leo'isla tion the professed 
b · t f . b' o Jec .0 whIch is to regulate business done by corporations 
as ~galllst that which is done by i'ndividuals. Any such legis-
latIOn overlooks the fact that a corporation is an aO'O'l"eO'atioIl 
of individuals. 'Ve have 11,274 stoekholders eV~l;' ~ne of 
whom is interested in the eon duct of the bu~iness, and the 
business is done at ,an economy impossible in individual 
efforts. The l~w price leads to increased consumption, and 
enables i:fue busmess to be done at the lowest possible margin. 
The natural increase of con:;:,umption, yem' by year, may be 
stated to be 4.75 per cent. During the last year the increase 
was 8.17 pel' cent; this is attributed to the reduction in price 
brought about by combination. 
"It is only by keeping the price down that competition can 
be met; and if legislators would inform themselves of the 
situation they would leal'll that in the sugar industry there 
is no such thing as preventing competition and the building 
of new refineries. 'fhe above makes it impo:;:'sible to undet'-
stand what reasonable motive there can be for much of the 
so-called anti-trust legislation. Apparently it is solieitude 
for stoC'kholders to which is due the proposed legislation. 
Our stockholders have heretofore shown confidence in the 
management in a way which cannot but afford gratification. 
Vl'hey eontinue to do so. There is no law which 
compels tllem-and the EoaIlle is h'ue of all corporations to 
buy or to retain stock. It would seem that it would be time 
enough to interfere in the intel'est of stockholders when stoek-
holders make the request. The company has heretofore given 
:811('11 information to stockholders as they, asa body, Imvc 
:asked for, but has conformed to its rule that :;:'pecial informa-
tion shall not be given to individual stockholders. This 
l'eeognizes that busfness wIdell is to be done by corporations 
in ('ompetition with individuals l'annot satisfactorily be done 
if the individual may withhold all information about his 
lbllsin(;'~',s and tlie cOl:'poration s'hall be eompelled to make 
pl1blie information about its business. Ullll"sS instructed 
otllprwisl', the company will adhere to the poliey heretofore 
pursued of doing businp[,$ ai' a mi'IliIllU~ll of ma~'gin, rel~'ing 
for its profits upon enhll"gpd (·oIlsul\lphon. It IS a Clll'lOllR 
commentar:, upon much of the proposed legislation that 
while its avowed objeet is to relieve, its etred is to put re-
stI'aints upon trade, this being direetl~' the re,el'se of the 
action of our great eomnwrcial rival. England, wllich in re-
cent: years Iha::! been forcpd, both in the intel'Pst of producer 
and C:Ollsumcr, to wipe from it~ statute books legislation 
whieh for eentul'ies it: had been the policy of England to en-
COUl'age upon the idea that it prevented restraint of trade. 
It is not my purpose to criticise or to comment upon the 
various plans whic'h are under consideration to hurt corporate 
busin(>ss. "'hat I say i~! intended for our own stockholders. 
It is due to them t1tat the business of the company shull be 
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carried on, so far as it fairly and reasonably can be, in their 
interest; and this course the directors propose to pUrii:oue, con-
forming always, of course, to whatever shall become the law 
of the land. 'fIle dividends for the last year have been con-
tinued at the 7 per cent rate, any surplus of earnings being 
reserved 'Us working capital for the needs of the business. 
'l'he stockholders have heretofore approved this, and they are 
asked at this time to confirm the action to that effect which 
has been taken by the dii'ectors." President Havemeyer 
made a statement commending to the attention of stock-
holders the observations of Goyernor Murphy of New Jer~ey 
on the subject of corporations contained in his message, con-
trasting them and the relations to the community with the 
efforts of public offidals high in authority at 'Vashington,. 
who, 'he claims, pander to the erroneous public Yiew~;) on· the 
sanle. 
---:0:·---
.-1 MODERN DEMERA.RA. 8UGA..R FACTORY. 
A visit to PIn. Diamond is a mo~·t instructive expel'ience to-
those who take· an interest in the processes of sugar manu-
facture. The estate by the amalgamation of PIn. Providence 
has become the largest in British Guiana, 'whilst in the fac-
tory a plant has just been erected which is certainly unsur-
passed in the 'Vest Indies and the whole of South Ameriea. 
It was the good fortune for a representatiYe of the Daily 
Chronicle to see the new machinery in full operation a few 
days ago, when the grinding season was about drawing to a 
close. The manager, ~Ir. John )1. Fleming, himself acted as 
cicerone, and through his courtesy our representative learnt 
'lUuch regarding the new appliances that have lately been in-
troduced. 
I:-;CUEASI:-;G 'l'HE ESl.'A'l'E'S AREA. 
The factory seems to the unitiated a perfect maze of ma-
chinery, and without the direction of a competent guide it 
would be imposE.ible to evolve anything approaching order 
out of the apparent chaos. :Mr. Fleming condueted the Clu'on-
ide representative through the various departments in their 
natural order, commencing with the arrival of the canes in 
punts at the factory. As is generally 'known, the amalgama-
tion of PIn. Providence with Diamond estate has led to the 
dismantling of the former factory, the canes grown on the 
plantation being now ground at Diamond. For this purpose 
the authorities of the estate had to construct at con~·iderable 
cost a navigation canal connecting the two plantations. The 
scheme required that the canal should ('ross several of the 
ordinary draining trenches, and this was successfulls accom-
plished through the agency of cast iron aqueductE' which 
earry the water of the canal without interfering with the 
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-course of the draining trenches. To maintain the supply of 
canes an excellent fleet of punts has been provided, but on 
account of the imp!'oved crushing plant of the factory an in-
creased service of punts will be needed when the mill is 
worked to its full grind-ing capacity. 
THE NEW CANE UNLOADER. 
As the punts laden with canes arrive I3.t the factory one 
seeEo in operation the most striking innovation that has been 
"introduced in connection with the local sugar industry for 
many years. The Bodley cane unloader is an invention 
which has been applied to Dia-mond estate in the course of 
the last season. It is the first of ,its kind established in the 
colony 'and in its practical use it haE' proved entirely success-
ful. An unloader of somewhat different construction was 
erected last season at PIn. Albion, Berbice, but .the experi· 
ment was a failure. The installation of the unloader at Dia-
mond was the result of the visit of Mr. Fleming and the 
estate's chemist, Mr. Wm. Douglas, to Louisiana -and the Ha-
waiian IE.lands during the early part of 1901. They there 
saw the unloader at work, and after a number of experiments 
made 'at their instance by the makers, the Bodley Wagon 
Company, Tenn_, U.S.A., a modified appliance was con-
structed which Messrs. Fleming and Douglas believed would 
suit the conditions in Demerara. The event has proved that 
they were right in their calculations. Some months ago 
Colonel Mallon of New Orleans, the inventor, who is respon-
~.ible for the invention and introduction of nearly all the suc-
cessful agricultural implements which in recent years have 
revolutionized sugar-cane culture in Louisiana and is the 
ioneer in cane-handling appliances, came to Demerara, and 
under his supervIsion nt-onder vffl-"~A-,at PIn_ Dia-
mond in time to be put to practical use during the last grind-
ing season. Its sueceE-sful installation solves one of the prob-
lems that have been under discussion by the sugar planters 
of this colony during the past quarter of a century, and it 
represents pPI'haps the most effective Iabol'-saving appliance 
at work in the fador)'. 
U:,\LOADING INYENTIONS 'l'HA'l' WERE FAU,URES. 
1\Iany efforts have been made to dif'cover a process by which 
the punts could be unloaded at the fadories by some mean'> 
more expeditious and eheapel' than by hand. The inventors, 
apparently, all proepeded on a wrong principle. Several de-
cades 'ago, fo], examph>, the model of an unloading invention 
was shown in Georgetown but it does not seem to have com-
lIH.'nded itself to nIP planh>]'s_ Its pssential principle con-
sif,ted in the eOlllpl<~te raising of the punts and their contents 
out of the water-a somewhat sllperfious expenditure of en· 
ergy to yery little purpose, inaslllueh ':1<; once raised the punts 
,lmd still to he unloadpd,-a problem wlIieh was never satis-
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factorily solved. The punt eQuId-be got into mid-air and 
turned Qver, but the emptying of its contents .Qn the cane-
carrier was an important part of the process which baffled 
the ingenuity of the inventors. 
THE UNLOADER AT WORK. 
The Bodley-Mallon cane unloader is constructed on a more 
intelligible principle. The punts befQre being loaded in the 
cane-fields have a chain arrangement inside which completely 
envelopes the canes. Arrived at the factory, a hoisting gear 
is attached to the arrangement at either side; the weight Qf 
. the canes pulls the gear taut, and the load is rolled bodily out 
of the punt and depoeited on a platform adjoining the cane-
~arrier wh~ch conveys the canes tOo the mill. As the canes are 
deposited on the platfQrm the youth in charge of the unloader 
pulls a lever; a flexible ra<ke, which had been 'hoisted clear of 
the platform priQr tOo the unloading of the punt, descends and 
is set 'in motion; it drags the canes from the platform on to 
the cane-carrier in such a manner that they are fairly evenly 
distributed, requiring no readjustment :before being crushed. 
The machinery, which il;:' driven by a small steam engine, 
works with remarkable smoothneE's and perfectiQn. Hardly 
a cane is left beh'ind in the punt; there is no delay in deposit-
ing the load on the platform; the net-chain arrangement in 
the punt by means of which the canes are lifted is placed in 
position without delay, and in less time than it takes tOo des-
cribe, the punt ie emptied Qf its freight and has given place 
to another. The unloader works from both sides, so that 
two punts can be in process of unloading simultaneously. 
Thus, while on one side the rake is dragging the canes to the 
carrier, Dn the other a load of canes is being elevated from 
the punt. 
THE UNI,OADER AS A LABOR-SAVER. 
The value of the unloader aE' a labor-saving agent was well 
illustrated at the time the Daily Chronicle rel)resentative wa'3 
being shown over the factory. Some distance off about forty-
eight hands were engaged in unload'ing punts to feed the 
older mills, whose crushing capacity is not at all equal to 
that of the mill recently introduced, in connection with which 
the unloader has been erected. \V,ith a gang of eight, mostl~" 
bo;vs, the new apparatus was doing exactly the saBle amount 
of work as thoE'e 48 hands continuously emplo~·ed. The un-
loader, which is erected under a shed outside the factory 
building, is very compact, occupying but little spa('p, and i's 
easily manipulated. A youth who takes up his position on a 
c:pntral frame has at his ('olIlmand a number of pull-levers 
and thus ran regulate the motive power as it is required. The 
unloader undoubtedly l'cpresentE! the practical solution of a 
question whieh has enga~ed the attention of local plantinp; 
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drcles for many .rears. The cost of the apparatus erected, 
with chain equipment for the punts, was $lU,UUU. 
'l'HE l"UL'l'O~ NINE-llOLLElt lIlILL. 
The canes, haying been placed on the currier, an endless 
apron, -are conyeyed to the crushing-mill. 'rhis, too, is an in-
novation in the colony and is perhaps the mo~'t perfect and 
powerful of its kind. It is known as the Fulton nine-roUel' 
mill and crusher (cleven rollers in all), and is made JJy the 
Fulton Ironworks, St. Louis, l\1issoUl'i. The crusher is 32 in. 
in diameter by 78 in. in length, and the mill rolls are 34 in. 
by 78 in. In Louisiana it is frequently s,tyled the Cora mill, 
that being the name of the plantation upon whrch'it was first 
installed some years ago. It gives quadruple crushing, occu-
pies a remarkably small fioorarea, and yields a'higher per-
centage ,of extraction than any other mill man,ufactUl'ed. The 
authorities of PIn. Diamond had to work 'at high pressUl'e to 
get the plant erected in time to participate <in the grinding 
campaign jus.t closed, and the instaUation of the machinery 
was an exceedingly expeditious piece ,of work, what practi-
cally amounts to the doubling of the factory having been com-
pleted in four months. An untoward incident happened at 
the outset which caused considerable delay. The ill-fated 
'steamer Roraima, which perished in St. Piene harbor on the 
occasion of the first violent eruption of Mont Pelee in May 
last, went down with a carg'o of the new machinery on board, 
the disaster necessitating a repetition of the order. The ensu-
ing delay deprived the estate of the full advantage of the new 
mill, which has. not been working throughout the grinding 
season; but the, excellent results given during the period it 
has been working justify to the fullest degree the belief of 
the manager in 'its suitability for local conditions. 
~'HE IIIILL'S POWER OF EXTRACTION. 
The acquisition of this improved mill, which like the un-
loader is an American invention, is also a cons·equence of the 
visit paid to the Un'ited States by Messrs. Fleming and Doug-
las. It was objected that the mill, which has for some years 
been at work in Hawaii and Louisiana, was not adapted to 
the grinding of the strong, coarse canes grown in Demerara 
and that the crusihing would not be as perfect as that given 
by the prevailing processes ·in the co.1ony; but after witness-
ing the mills in operation Mr. Fleming and his coadjutor had 
every confidence in recommending them, and their confidence 
has not been misplaced. As worked on Diamond estate dur-
ing the past few months the mill leaves but 42 to 44 per cent. 
of moistUl'e in the megass. There are no mills in the colony 
whiC'h produce megas·s approa~hing this in quality. In Ha-
waH it is claimed for the Fulton mills that they leave but 42 
per cent 'of moisture. 
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'.rHE :1\EW :MILL A'£ WORK. 
As the canes descend to the mill they first pass through a 
. powerful "crusher" which also sends an even "feed" into the 
mill. This is a matter of some importance, in view of the fact 
that the unloader does not supply a feed of caneiiJ as even ·and 
regular 'as when the unloading of the punts is done by hand. 
The crusher, however, compensates for that defect, its essen-
tial feature being the regular supply it is 'able to provide for 
>the rolls. After having received this partial crushing the 
meg'ass, passes on to undergo a triple crushing in the mill, 
and having left tlle grinding rolls it is then conveyed 
direct to the furnace by the megas,s-carrier. A single man 
suffices to regulate the firing; the megass that the mill turns 
out is readily combustible and is fed direct to the furnace. 
In ordinary circumstances the megass is sufficient to gener-
ate the necessary steam without the aid of any other fuel, but 
on the occasion when the Daily Ohronicle representative vis'-
~ted the factory 'a little wood was required, and it was then 
neal' the end of the grinding season and the machinery was in 
need of a general clean up. 
THE "CLnIAX" WATER TUBE BOILERS. 
The one furnace serves to supply the heat to two powerful 
"Climax" water tube boilers each of about a thousand horse-
power. These boilers, also of American patter'n, were el'.;ett'd 
. some years ago, that just concluded being their forth crop. 
They are much safer and more economical in operation than 
the ordinar'y multi tubular boilers. From them is supplied the 
steam for the new Corliss engine (30 in. by 60 in.: also erected 
within the past few months), which drives the Fulton milL The 
engine is of the most modern make and is of the most efficient 
'type working in c·onnection with the colony's sugar industry. 
For the work being done it indicates 420 to 450 i.h.p. l\(i<;f~'iv­
ings were expressed by some experts· as to 'its capacity to work 
such 'an elaborate plant, but in this respect no difficulty what-
ever has arisen, an ample margin of power being available. 
Attached to the mill are many improvements which are new 
to the colony and make its working more efficient and ',mtis-
factory. An ingenious. contrivance strains the cane juice as 
it emerges from the rolls and automatically carries the "cnsf:,-
cuss," as the fibrous matter remaining behind in the sf1.'Dmer 
is termed, back again to the rolls. Then the automatic pres-
sure regulating appliances known as hydraulic accumulator::;, 
by whose action more perfect extraction is. secured, arc ap-
plied in a manner far more effective and with greater pressure 
~·han in the case of the general type of mills in the colony. 
A CONTRAST. 
The saving in space and power and effieiency which the n'ew 
mill affords is well illustrated by the adjacent working of twe 
single thl~ee-roller mills of the common pattern in use in Dem· 
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erara. They are each driven by an engine whose cost of 
working is approximately equal to that of running the t 'ol:liss 
engine, and the megaE,s-fired multitubular boilers which gen-
erate the steam number no fewer than ten. These twu mills 
give the canes a double crush'ing; until recently a thirJ cI'ueh-
ing was provided for, but to make room for the new Fultou 
plant, the third mill, which had been taken from the Farm 
factory was removed and transferred to the buildings at PIn. 
W'ales acrOSE' the river-an estate which is also the property 
of the Demel'ara Company, Ltd. 
RESULTS COMPARED. 
Needless to say, these two mills working together give very 
inferior results by comparison with the Fulton nine-roller 
mill. The latter is estimated to 'have extracted about 90 pel' 
cent. of the sugar from the cane, without maceration, during 
its work'ing on Diamond; but the two ,other mills combined 
do not at present give a higher percentage of extraction than 
84 pel' cent. of the sugar from the cane. It is not difficult to 
calculate what this difference means for a single grinding 
season in the handling of a large crop like that of PIn. Dia-
mond. The double crushing plant will be 'rmproved and rear-
ranged, with the addition of a crusher, during next season. 
The planters of Hawaii claim that with the Fulton plant they 
can get the percentage of extraction as high as 93 with macer-
ation. Compare this with the results which satisfied the Dem-
erara planters about ten years ago, when they were satisfied 
with a 75 to 80 pel' cent. extraction -of Eiugar from the cane at 
the mill. The crop for the season just closed is 10,200 tons, 
which represents an average yield of 2:1 tons of sugar to the 
acre. The new Fulton mill, it may be stated, is capable of 
turning out between three and four tons of sugar pel' hour. 
The average at Diamond has been 3:1 tons, and the sugar out-
put for the whole mining plant has been cloE'e upon 7 tons 
per hour. 
'l'Hg 'l'1lI~A'l':\IE"T OF THE CA"g JUIeK 
A detailed refel'enee to the various processes through which 
the cane jui('e passes bef{)re crystallization is unnecessary. 
After leaYin~ the mill the juice is treated with lime to precipi· 
tate impUl'itips. It then paEoSes through the heater and thence 
to the settling tanks. After a time the dear liquid is drawn 
off fOl' further ti'eatment and the. scums and other impure 
matt('r go Oil to be treated in the filter presses, by which 
means a lal'~e quantity of the juice is reeovered and there is 
left behind thp nearly dry eake. In this department a new 
triple·('if('('t, hy ~lt'SSI'S. 1\1eOni(', Hal'VP,r & Co., Glas~ow, has 
h(lpn iIlE,hlllpd, and a npw Y;1('UUlll pan, by :lIfessl's. FaweeH, 
Pi'pstOIl & ('0., LiVt'I'pool, has also been ('reeted of 34 tons' 
eapu('ity, witlt additional elal'ifi('l's, filtel'-pr('sses, and eentri· 
fug-als. 'rht' ('qnipnwnt is ~(,IleraJl.v excellent, mechanical 
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contrivances being everywhel'e in evidence to save the cost ·of 
hand labor. Indeed this is the most striking characteristic 
of the factory of PIn. Diamond. With a large motive power 
always at 'hand the aim of the manager in every branch of 
sugar manufacture has been to supercede hand labor by the 
introduction of mechanical methods. When the syrup has 
been boiled at a low temperature in vacuo to the requisite 
crystallizing density it is passed on to the centrifugals, where 
lthe molasses is separated and the Demerara sugar of com-
merceemerges from the "grasE.hopper," to be immediately 
elevated by carriers working on the endless chain principle 
to the store-loft above. The molasses -is taken and treated for 
"he manuf'acture of sec·ond sugar, after which it 'is run off into 
tanks situated in a large annex recently erected to the west 
of the buildings, where it is allowed to remain for E·everal 
weeks. When crystallization is completed the massecuite is 
Itransferred to the centrifugals by means of a special Magma 
pump recently installeq for this purpoE.e 'and replacing the 
hand labor formerly employed. 
THE SUCCESS OF SEEDLI~G CANES. 
Having left the factory 'attention was turned to the con-
ditions in the fields. Our representative learnt the interest-
:ing fact that there were about two thousand acres of the 
estate planted in seedling canes. "As a rule," sa,id the mana-
ger, "we have found them rather better all round than the 
Bourbon." The latter is an excellent cane under good weather 
-conditions, but when these are unfavorable, the seedlingE' are 
usually better. Mr. Fleming endorsed the prevailing view 
that most of the seedlings did not mill so well as the Bourbon. 
The experience of the authorities of Diamond regarding the 
seedling 625 is hardly confirmatory of the reputation this 
variety has established on some of the Em:-t Coast estates. 
It grows well and has an excellent appearance, but it shows 
up very badly in the milling and its results are disappoint-
'ing. Mr. Fleming, however, does not condemn this seedling 
lll1l'eservedly; it may be, he sugge~.ts, that it never had a 
proper opportunity of showing its redeeming virtues on PIn. 
Diamond. 
IS S'rEAlI[ CHurlv A'rIO~ PRAC'l'ICABLE? 
Conversation next turned to the methods of cultivation In 
·the ('ane-fields. On this subjeet Mr. Fleming made an impor-
tant statement which will be of mueh interest to the planting 
,colll'munit:v. A former Government ('hemist of this ('olony 
declared the system of tillage to be "only adapted to a'state 
of F.oeiety such as that which existed prior to emaneipation, 
when m:lllual labor for every field operation was abundant. 
effective, and eheap." That was fifty years ago, and the con-
ditions are little improved since, There are many olmtae1es 
'ill the way 11(>l'e to the supersession of manual by mechanical 
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labor in <tIle tilling of the soil, but Mr. Fleming after his visit 
to Louisiana has come back strongly impreE.sed by the 
possibHity of introducing more up-to-date methods of cultiva-
tion. "I am convinced," he said to the Chronicle representa-
'Nve, "that implemental cultivation is practicable here. Ex-
periments cost money and we may have failures, but I believe 
!H can be done. 'Ve never can do much without trying." In-
deed, since his return to the colony 1\11'. Fleming has tried 
lhow far it is feasible to plow with mules, but he finds that 
the animals are too light for the heavy class of soils that have 
to be cuUivated. Steam or oil engines, he believes, will be 
'the motive power necessary, and it is along these lines that 
his experiments will in future be directed. When questioned 
m. to the difficulty of dealing with the drainage problem, Mr. 
Fleming expressed the belief that it can be overcome. "The 
difficulties are thel'e," he said, "but they are not insurmount-
able." It would certainlv be in accordance with the fitness of 
things that the authbrit:ies of PIn. :pimnond should discover 
the solution to a pl'oblem of cane cultiyation in this colony 
which has been before the public at intervals extending oyer 
sixty years. 
SUGAR PLANTING IN HAWAII. 
lUl'. Fleming wm) deeply imp1'essed by his yisit to Hawa'ii, 
which he descl'ibes as a phenomenal sugal'-pl'oducing island. 
A yield of eleven tons of sugar to the acre is nothing unusual 
thel'e, and the plantel's are perhaps t11e most progressive in 
;the world. As Mr. Fleming started, they can well afford to 
be, since their sugar goeE' ·into the United States duty-free, 
a matter of $35 per ton or thereabouts over and above the 
prices obtained for Demerara sugar in the same market. The 
profits are proportionMely large, but considerable sums are 
spent periodically in acquil'ing the very latest appliances. The 
Hawaiian planters are 'also exceptionally sitnated in this-
Ithat they have virtually absolute control over the weather 
conditionE'. The rain. i1tappears. falls for the most part in the 
hills of the interior. It collects in natural subterranean reser-
voirs and is pumped on to the fields as required. This circum-
'stance. taken in conjunction with the remarkable fel'tility of 
.the soil, 'accounts for the immense cane crops that can be 
'raised in Hawaii eyery season. 
---:0:---
CANE EXPERIMENTS. 
The report of the agricultural work in Barbados for the 
season between 1900-1902, carried on by Professor D' Albu-
querque and Mr. J. R. Bovell under the direction Of the Im-
pedal Department of Agriculture, is an elaborate work, con-
sisting largely of tables of a valuable character. Minute de-
itails are given of manurial experiments with sugar cane which 
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were carried on on four estates, and the results, 'although 
the compilers of the report refrain from making any definite 
pronouncement, should be of great assistance to the planters 
of the island in preparing their land for next s,eas(}n's canes. 
'l'he seed!ing cane experiments lUre -of more general interest. 
According to the reporters, the -selected varieties were culti-
vated at eleven estates situated in different typical localities, 
nine being black soil estates and two red soil estates. At 
two red soil es,tates and at two -black soil estates ratoons 
were included amongst the plots, so that altogether there were 
fifteen fields under experimen1tal cultivation. In nearly every 
field, the seedlings grown upon it were arranged in duplicate 
plots. Each plot consisted of 100 stools of canes arranged 
lin 4 rows of 25 canes. With but few exceptions, 30 stools 
were cut from the inner two rows', weighed and sampled. By 
·recording the result -of the inner rows only the effeots of one 
\'ariety upon the growth of another and less vigorous val'iety 
were eliminated. From the 30 stools mentioned, a sample of 
about 105 pounds weight was taken by a mechanical method. 
Of this sample 100 pounds were crushed in the laboratory 
mill, the juice and megass weighed and the juice analysed, 
from which data the results were calculated to the acre. With 
the high quotient of pur'ity 'and low glucose l'atio common in 
the juice of Lest varieties of 'Vcst Indian sugar-cane it is pos-
sible on well-worked muscovado estates with steam pan and 
filter press to recover 80 per cent. of the weight of the sacchar-
ose as marketable muscovado. The recovery is· less if the 
purity is lower and the glucose ratio higher, as they are in 
'imnlU'ture canes or -in mature canes of some varieties. Ac-
cording to Hon. F. -Watts, "if the glucose rU'1.io reaches 6 per 
cent. the sugar produced is soft and generally indifferent in 
quality. Under tllese circumstances· it is difficult in the mus-
-covado process to obtain a formation of crystals of sufficient 
-size to enable the sugar to part with its molasses: the result 
is a sugar of low polariscope test." The conclnE·ions come to 
were that B seedling 208 was for the second time the best all 
-ronnd cane, taking into account its ready germination, the 
yield of sugar, the richness and purity of its juice and the 
satisfactory res.ults obtained in black and red soils, plants 
and ratoons. The 'Vhite Transparent cane maintained its 
reputation as a good all-round cane. Its juice was rich and 
pure. B seedling 147 broke down on the average quality of 
itl;') juice and in the red soils, especially rattoons. The Sealy 
'seedling also broke down in the quality of its juice, and the 
Ilnilling properties were unfavorable. From 'a table giving 
the ~.elected varieties arranged in order of yield showing the 
l'elative position and purity of juice of certain canes in differ-
ent soils, and also when grown as plants and first ratoons, 
we find that B 147 ranks second as regard yield of saccharose 
'in lb. per acre in all soils as plant canes, fourth as' ratoons; 
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fourth as plant canes, and third as ratoons in black soils; 
sixth as plant canes and seventh as ratoons in red soils. Ar-
ranged in order of freedom from rotten· canes, B 147 comes ou t 
at the head of the list with 3.20 pel' cellit. less than the average 
number; while the 'Yhite Transparent, brings up the real' 
with 16.39 per cent. m{)re than the average number. B 208, 
which has pr{)ved the best 'all-round cane, heads the lists in 
saccharose yield both as plant canes and ra<toons in all soils, 
but had 8.40 per 'cent. more than the average number of rotten 
'canes.-Dcmera'ra Clwon. 
---:0:'---
THE OLIYE.' 
(One of the OldeE·t Known Fruits, Its Culture is Increasing.) 
The ,olive is one of the oldest known fruits. It is noted by 
Pliny and is frequently mentioned in the Bible, where it forms 
the basis of many parables and figures of speech. In Grecian 
mythology the olive tree occupies an important place, and 
to.day the "olive branch" is the world symbol for peace. The 
olive tree itself is rather melancholy in appearance, but the 
eye soon becomes accustomed to the tone which the olive 
.trees give to the landscape, and in nearly all of the Mediter-
ranean countries they are found almost everywhere. In gen-
eral, the olive will flourish wherever the vine can be culti-
vated for ",ine-g'rowing pui·poses. It will not bear a tempera, 
turebelow 21 degrees or 22 degrees F., and in Europe it can-
not be gr{)wn above 46 degrees latitude. The young plant'! 
and fruit are very delicate, but the tree itself is quite tough. 
Naturally, in Italy, where the olive forms one of the principal 
agricultural products and contributes· so largely to the wealth 
of the country, the trees are cultivated with the greatest care. 
The kernel of the olive requires about two years to germinatt~ 
naturally, but it is found by mixing clay and goat manure 
nature's processes can be hastened so that it will germinate 
'the same year. The trees attain great age, and a large olive 
tree neal' Nice is believed to be 1000 years old and is E"aid to 
hnve yielded 500 pounds of oil in a sin'gle year. 
The culture of the ,olive in the United States is inereasing 
~'apidly, 'and in California the industry 'lws attained SI1('l1 ny'o-
portions that already $5()(),000 is invested in it. Olives we/'c 
first introduced into the state by the FranciE-can l\nssion~ al-
most a century ago. The oldest olive trees in Califomia date 
fI'om the last century. 'fhey are six in number and arc sta, 
tioned at the San Gabriel Mission and are still bearing fruit 
and are a living mOllumpnt to the wisdom of the Franciscan 
Brothers. According to some authorities, the oldest tl'(>(> if" :It 
the C'oapistrano Missi{)n, 30 miles south of I.os Ang(>les. The 
s(>ed from which this tree was grown came from Oorsica ill 
17fifl. It is Iiow 50 feet hi~h and tll(> trunk ii"! at least five fpet 
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in diameter. The old trees at the Missions are as robust and 
[thrifty as when ihey first commenced beal'ing fruit. The 
Franciscans raised, most of their trees from cuttings which 
they brought from ~pain. They found the soil and surround-
'ingE' most congenial for olive raising, and that the trees flour-
i~hed even better than on their nUitive soil. The oil enabl~d 
the exile of the Father's to be more supportable by supplyi])g' 
one of the accustomed luxuries of their far-away homes in 
distant Castile. 
The m{)dern history of the California olive culture beg'l.ll 
about 20 years ago, when ihe Hon. Ellwood Cooper of Santa 
Barbara, who is regarded as the father of the industry began 
h'is investigationE' on raising the olive as 'a commercial possi-
bility. He first secured cuttings from the trees of the oid 
Mission and set out a number of olive orchards in Santa Bar-
bara and other places. The result has amply justified his 
venture. Now there is hardly a part of the &tate that t:l.5 not 
lts olive orchard. The olive seems to thrive best undf~r thl' 
linfluence of sea breezes. It taokes to almost any character of 
soil where the drainage is good and flo~u'ishes in the ~" 'flU' iI's 
beyond the range of very heavy frosts. The tree do~.;. not re-
quire 'a great deal of attention, and does not resent negieet, 
The care of an olive orchard is less than for almost aHY other 
kind of fruit, The treeE' are highly symmetrical when grown, 
and on some ranges are planted along the roadside for the 
shade and tile added beauty which they afford to the land-
scape. Olives are almost never raised from the seed, as this 
,requires a long time. They are usually raised from nttings, 
land have been produced by Mr. Cooper in the fourth ;VP1U', and 
a good crop in seven years; 122 pounds is the average per 
tree. The method of propagation requires constant attention 
land great experience, but the plants are grown on such an 
enormous scale the COE,t of them is very small. In the spl'ing 
lafter the cuttings al'e rooted, they me transferred to olive-
growing nurseries, where they become trees of from three to 
five feet high in from 12 to 18 months. 
In California opinions are mUl'h at variance regarding the 
variety of oliYe to grow. Forlllerly the Mission was the only 
olive planted. In reeent ;years many different varieties have 
been brought from Europe. Different loeartions may l'equire 
differpnt varieties, but above all other considerations is the 
quality of the oil produce'd. The val'ietieE' that make the best 
oil should be seleded in all cases, provided that quantity is a 
'fail' average rto a given aereage planted. This rule ,is also ap-
plieable as well for pickling unless the fruit is too small for 
('('onomie 'handling. 
Mr. Cooper haE' trees 12 to 15 years old which yield 250 
pounds of oliv('s, bn t they do not bear eyer,Y year, It is esti-
matpd that tlwre are now no less 'tlWll 24,22~ acres of olive 
tl'('<'f; in California, with 1,lG2,73!) trees, of which half are now 
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bearing. The soil must be occas,ionally cultivated and the 
'trees must be pruned and sprayed to exterminate numerous 
linsects. The greatest drawbaC'k to 'the successful cultiv-ation 
of the olive is the black scale. 
Olive oil making is a simple process'; the quality depends on 
the care exel'cised from the picking of the fruit through every 
'stage of manufacture until it is put into botiles and corked. 
About 8§ pounds of olives me required to a large bottle of oil. 
The fruit is gathered later in the season than other crops, and 
in the best orchards the olives are plucked one by one from 
the branches and not s-haken from the trees or allowed to drop. 
Special ladders mounted on wheels are run among the 
branches of the trees, and the pickers ascend the ladders and 
pluck the olives, which they drop into a specially made device, 
usually of tin, strapped about the wai'st, and which is adapted 
to hold a considerable amount of fruit. 
The olives must not be a:llowed to Sltand in heaps in sacks 
or any sort of package long enough to heat through, other-
wise the oil will become musty and rancid. Absolute clean-
liness is required in every step of the process. The olives are 
first dried, during which process they lose about half of their 
weight; they are then crus-hed by a heavy stone rolling over 
them, and are next pressed the same as in cidel'making_ The 
first expression is what is known as the "virgin" ·oil; the lowel' 
grades follow in succession. There are at least a dozen oil 
mills in the state of California. 
A com,iderable part of the olive oil imported isadultel'ated 
by cotton seed and other oils, but now with the splendid olive 
oil made in California there should be no difliculty in getting 
the pure article in any part of the United States. It is a mis-
'take to believe,' however, that absolutely pure olive oil made 
in southel'll Europe cannot be purchased here. It is expensive, 
but it can be bought; but the ordinary olive oil boughot of 
grocers is apt to be adulterated, if it is not entirely fictitious. 
I~al'ge quantities of olives are pickled in California and are 
shipped in bottles 01' small barrels. 
The olive industry is an example of wha,t may be aCCOlll-
plished in 1he way of introducing a new agriculturall pursuit 
lin the splendid -Southwest.-s"cicnti{ic American. 
---:0::---
THE SUGA.R INDW;;TRY Elf DEJlJiJRilRiL 
The average cost of production per ton of sugar during 
1902 was about $15, 01', deducting value of l'um made, about 
$41 net pel' ton, not including any interest on capital 01' cost of 
-special outlay on illlprOyement~.,. On estates where good re-
I!:urns were obtained, cost of production was as low as $40 per 
'ton, but in some cases where crops were poor, cost pel' tall 
was not less than $55. The sa,tisfactory and unexpected rise 
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:in prices toward the end of the year enabled the majority of 
er;)tates to ma:ke both ends meet. 
The area under cane cultivwtion during 1U02 was 73,800 
acres, exclusiv.e of 2,271 acres of farmers' canes. The largest 
area under cane cultivation on anyone estalte is 4,958 acres. 
SEEDLING OANEs.-There Ul'e about 7,500 acres under seed-
ling cane cultivation on th.e different estates thl'oughout the 
colony, ·and so far it cannot be said that any seedling cane has: 
been grown which ,in all round good qualities is equal to the 
Bourbon. The majority of the seedlings,however, are hardier; 
and most of .-them ratoon better than the Bourbon, and on pOOl" 
soils they have given returns in excess of thos·e ·obtained from 
the Bourbon grown under sim~lar conditions. The seedlings 
unfortunately, almost without exception, possess -one or more· 
undesirable characteristics such as· difficulty in connection 
with milling, poor quality of juice, and low value of megass 
as fuel. Careful experiments on a manufacturing scale are 
being conducted on nearly every sugar estate in the colony, 
and a large amount ·of useful informa,tion is being collected 
and tabulated by the Experimental Cane Cultivation Oom-
mittee nominated by the Agricultural Board. The most prom-
'ising varieties of canes other than Bourbon so far cultivated 
are D 109, White 'l'rans'parent, D G25, D 145, B 147, D 95, and 
D 74. The D 74 which has given such excellent results in the 
Hawaiian Islands and Louisiana requires a rich, porous soil~ 
and it does not thrive well in the stiff clay soils of this colony. 
In Barbados B 208 continues to hold .the leading place as the 
mos.t promising cane, since the much vaunted B 147 was more 
or less discarded, and in this colony B 208 'is now under trial 
to ascertain whether it suits the conditions· prevailing as re-
gards soil and climate. The supply of creole labor available 
is totally inadequate to meet the requirements of the sugat' 
estates, and that in 80me districts it is practically non-exis-
tent. When the creole laborer thinks he is master of the situ-
ation 'he demands an impossible rat.e of wages, and experience 
has shown that a higher rate of wages generally results in his 
working fewer days per week. The creole laborer if he applies 
hims·elf steadily to work six days per week can earn on the 
'sugar estate at such work as ~ane cutting, &c., from $3 to $4. 
The planter was not desirous of reducing wages, but necessity 
knows no law, and to compete with bounty-fed Continental 
sugar he had to produce cheaply 01' go under. There 
are certain classes of work which creole laborers will not per-
form, and only the presence ·of the immigrant saves· the situa-
tion. R.emove from our midst to-morrow the 130,000 East 
JIndian immigrants, and the whole business of ,the colony 
would be paralyzed. The sugar 'industry would cease within: 
a year, and the circulation of money would fail. 
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SCREW-PINE OR PA.NDfiNUS. 
These plants -are characteristic of the Old World Tl'Opics, 
a large number ,of them being only found in the islands of the 
Indian Archipelago. They usually occur on the seH-cmu;t ~'r 
'in marshes, sometimes ('o\"(~11ng lat'ge tract~ of coulltr,)' with 
a mass of vegetation which is almost Illlpeneh'able, 
The leaves are nJI'I'OW and tough and Ipflthel',Y. flnd are 
m'med along the midrib and edges wit'l sharp l'~cl!l'yed 
prickles, They are al'm!'ged in dense tufU 01' ('1'OW111'; at the 
ends of bmncheE', and it -is this 1'esemblflll(;e to pille-apple 
leaves that gives the plantl'. their nallle of scpew-piufS, 
'rhe leaves of SOBle sr;l'ew pines found in Hawaii :lllll other 
Polynesiall Islands, an' used for making hags 01' saeks, ill 
",1Ii<-11 sng~ll' j", PXp,)rt,'d. Haske-is, fans. :tll'\ mat::.; aL'e abc 
made from the lea H'S in val'ious pal'ts of the world, amI til(' 
rongh fib l' 0 m.' fl'uih; :11'(' employed as sCl'ubbing brushes, 
A. ,"PI'Y j'(lmarl,ahle f('illll:'e about thes,~ pIa'll.; 18 their aNini 
;'/lots. r.rhey gl'll'iV 0 II t n'OI!. the stem }H'otcl'tl'.l by :t ,V(~11-
!II",'l;:I'd 1'1)(.: .::1p, aut! d"wJ.\ into I.h'~ 8oil. 'rht',Y ;ll'(~ SOIlH!-
i ill!l'H call1'd 'Il,\'ill:.\ I III ttl'(>i,\S' roots, til",' fllnc'jioll being to gh'e 
times called 'flying buttress' roots, their fnndion being to give 
an additional suppot't to the tall, branched stem with its mass 
of foliage. 
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INSECT EPIDEMICS. 
In the study of insect life, few things· are of greater interest 
than the abnormal increase of a particular species, far be-
yond -its usual limits. \Vhen this occurs in the case of an in-
sect pest, the question becomes of greater importance -owing 
to its bearing on agriculture, and it is then more easy to 
make {)bs·enations as to the causes of this increase and the 
conditions that accompany it. 
In closely studying the fauna of any locality, one observes 
constant changes in the relative numbers of the different 
species: ,an insect may be scarce for a long period, and then 
become abundant; and, equally, a species usually plentiful 
may decrease almost to extinction. Thel'e is constant Yaria-
tion in this respect,and it is seldom possible to obtain any 
gl'impse of the causes of these ymiations. \yith regard to 
insects that me confined to crops, the matter may be yel'y 
ditIel'ent. The l'egular yariation in the number of such a 
pest as moth-borer in sugar-cane soon becomes apparent, and 
the causes of this appeal' to be so simple that one is tempted 
to ascribe it almost wholly to the wod\: of the egg parasites 
(sec 1Vrst Indian Bulletin, Vol. I, p. 346.) Probably many 
other cases, if studied sufficiently carefully, could be shown 
to be due to similar causes, and ·in many cases of pests in 
yarious parts of the world the causes of sudden increase and 
decrease are well established and familiar. 
During the past years', there IUlYe been some interestmg 
cases of rapid insect incl'ense in the \" est Indies. Some al'e 
yery sudden, the insect appearing in great numbers almost at 
once, only later to increase equally suddenly. A familial' 
instance can be found in the sweet potato worIll. (Proto-
l)([.rce sill,q1l1a[a, Fab)'.) Planters of Barbados and Antigua 
wiII remember the hordes of worms· 'which appeared, at" t1J(~ 
potato yines, and soon disappeared; in some cases thes!! 
worms re-appear'ed once and perhaps twice, but IH'eSently 
they yanished to re-appear no more that season. How do 
these things happen? The ans",:er to this might have been 
found had we been able to obs.erye yel'y closely. It is pos-
sible to hazard an f.>xplanation if we suppose that as the 
young sweet potatoes (,0111e up, there were a few moths ready 
to la~' f'ggs. Each lays some hundred 01' more eggs, dotted 
about the potato fields, and since the worms that hatch arl' 
not manv and are scattered, they escape the observation not 
only of t'he planters, but of the blackbirdE' and other euemies. 
There will then soon be some hundreds of moths from the~e 
worms. Ruppose ,the majorit~· of the females escape thei:' 
enemips and lay eggs all in one localit~·. The Pggs are not 
seen: the planter dol'S not ('onnect the 'Harry booby' moths 
'liP sees at night with an approaching attack of the> potato 
worm, bllt in a fpw dnYf" these Pggs hatl'h and vast numbers 
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of worms are now see-. Not only does the planter see them, 
but also the birds, toads and insect enemies, chiefly para-
sites of the worms. Many of the worms doubtless die, but 
there are FlO many that large numbers survive, are able to 
become moths', and if they remain in that locality they will 
give rise ,to a second horde of worms. In the case of the 
second horde, there are probably fewer chances of any sur-
viving; their enemies have been attracted by the previous 
attack; their parasites are probably enormously abundant 
from their increase in the previous horde, and we can under-
stand how the second horde is poss,ibly exterminated. Should 
it survive in part, we get a third horde of worms, and this 
is usuaHy the last. '.rheir enemies and parasites are too 
strong. Few caterpillars escape, and the few that do turn to 
moths are barely sufficient to propagate the s'pecies. This is 
probably a very approximate idea of what actually takes place. 
Enemies and parasites are here the factor that puts an end to 
the sudden increase. 
In other cases, another factor may be lack of food. Pos-
sibly this has a great bearing in the case of the St. Vincent 
al'l'owroot worm. (Calpocles ethlins, Cram.) Obviously, if the 
swarms, of worms absolutely eataE -of the arrowroot leaves, 
the butterflies will have nowhere to lay their eggs and the 
pest is bound to decrease. 
In both the above cases, the suddenness of the attack is a 
striking feature, and this is so in many of the ca-ses where an 
ins,ect increases far beyond the normal limit. A similar case 
was found in 1901 in the attacks of the Guinea-grass moth 
(Rem.igia Repa.lula, Fabr.) in San Fernando, Trinidad, where a 
considerable area of grass is reported to have been eaten by 
hordes of caterpillars. This attack was also seen in Grenada 
later in that year, and has this year been observed in Bar-
bados. It would appear as' if a single cause might underlie 
these three attacks, simitlar conditions or change of conditions 
producing similar effects in three separate locdities. 1\11'. Hart 
was of opinion the cause of the San Fernando outbreak might 
be drought, but this would not apply to Grenada. in 1901. or to 
Barbados in the middle of 1902. Probably where an outbreak 
cannot be studied very carefully for a. considerable period of 
time, it is useless to speculate as to its origin, though we 
might frequently avert such outbreaks could we ascertain the 
causes that lead to them. 
Some insect attacks, instead of being irregular and sudden, 
recur 'Yith something approaching regularity. Such a case is 
found in the ea terpillar of the fiddle wood moth (P-nrallsta mel-
linalis, Hubn.); though perhaps not entirely regular and peri-
odic in 'its occurrence, this insect denudes, the fiddle wood 
trees twice a. year in Barbados, disappearing again after each 
outbreak for some months. The moth whose caterpillar eats 
lilies (Eutl!i.sa Ilolia amar1Jlli(lis, Sepp.) is another fairly regular 
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visitor and there are other common but unimportant casesl of 
a like nature. . 
In other instances, the increase of the insect is slow and 
gradua'l. The occurrence of thrips in Grenada on cacao is 
probably a case of a native insect slowly becoming more and 
more abundant from natural causes. Had the -thripsi not at-
tacked cacao, its increase would not have been observed, for 
we are seldom conscious of the increase of insects other than 
those that attack our crops. Since the thrips was found on 
cacao, its increase was preslently noticed and the accounts 
given point clearly to the steady spread and multiplication of 
these insects. A:;, has been pointed out, (West Indian B1lllc-
tin, Vol. 11., p. 183) this may have been due so-lely to the des-
truction of its native food plants with correspondip.g abun-
dance of a plant to which it easily adapted ,itself. Casles some-
what similar to this appear to be found in the screw worm 
of St. Lucia, and the grasshoppers of St. Kitt's, though it is 
not possible to estimate the causes to which they are due. 
From these cases, it can readily be sleen that every outbreak 
of any insect pest is of peculiar interest from the light it 
throws on the conditions of insect life generally. Unfortun-
ately, they can only be studied on the spot. Planters and 
others who have opportunities of observing can do much in 
this way, and all observations, of thi's nature are of interest 
and value. 
The West Indies have r.('~t experienced any outbreaks sim-
ilar to those which have occurred elsewhere, and ,this is pos-
sibly due to the fact that these Oolonies do not form part of a 
large continental area, but are isolated islands. A'S an ins,tance 
of the damage done elsewhere by insect plagues, we may cite 
one, that of Massachusetts where from 18!)3 to 1898 $800,000 
wel;e spend in fighting the Gipsy moth, an insect introduced 
by chance from Europe. It is to be hoped that the West 
Indies may never be visited by sluch a pest, there being a 
sufficient variety and number here ah·eady.-West Indian B1ll-
letiill. 
---::0:---
INTRODUCTION OF' NEW PROCESSES IN THE AMERI-
IOLiN BEET SUG.etR F'11CTORTES DURING 
THE 1902-3 011MP ... lIGN. 
By A. lIIuSY, Sugar Expert. 
It 100'1;:s as if the present campaign would show a decis;ve 
departure in the way of improving the work in the American 
factories. 
In addition to Naudet's diffusion and continuous carbona-
tion, ah'ead~' successfully tested at Oxnard, Oa1., the l\falloury 
and Delafond pl'ocessPf"1 will be used this month in several 
other factories. Tile columns of the Beet Sligar Gazette wiI] 
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be open, of course, in propel' time, to tbe examination of the 
practical results obtained. A fun description of the processes 
,vauld be out of order at present, but a few remarks about 
tbem will probably be read witb some intel'est by tlIe sugar 
men. 
Tbe N audet diffusion system, as succinctly described 
in the last (Septembel') issue of the 81((1((1' Bcct, has for its ob-
ject tlIe establislIment of a forced circulation of the juice, 
beated to 80 degrees C., 01' over, through the last filled diffu-
sor, the juice returning several times in the same dh'edioll 
tbl'ougb the same cossettes', until they all have the same maxi-
mum temperature which has been adopted for the batter,\'. 
The extraction of the juice is accomplished more regularly hl 
the diffusor throug'lI which the heated juices have successively 
circulated, and it begins to work with full force as soon as it 
is brought into connection with the eycle of the wor1;:of the 
batter~'. On [lccount of the high temperature of the circula· 
ting juices, the action of dialysis. is more rapid, and the purity 
of the juice drawn is largely increased. 
It necessarily follows that Naudet mode of working in reali-
, ty means an extension of the efficiency of the battery without 
the necessity of an additional number of diffusors: 'fhe ad-
vantages claimed are tlIe fol1owing:-
Extradion of juices of a 'highel' density and purit;\·, l'educ-
tion of the volume of juices for a given limit of exhaustion, 
and, cons<cquently, large saving in fuel, the volume of water 
to be evaporated afterward being reduced by 20 or 30 pel' cent. 
Elimination, almost eomplete, of ,the a,lbuminoid matters, 
which, on account of the bigb temperatme, are coagulated on 
the cossettes 'Und sent away with the pulp, whieh results in 
a better and easier work at all tbe following stations in the 
factory. 
The maehinery required for the Na udet system inel ude~:­
One special pump for circulating the juiees. 
Two circulating pipes, with t\\'o "alyes for each ditfumn'. 
Two pulp sepamtors. 
A set of modern, rapid ciI'culation heaters. 
There is no speeial difficulty in the operation, and the men 
become pl'omptly acquainted with it. The -only difficulty is in 
the s('lection of propel' apparatus ,in each factory, which selec· 
tion ought to be made either by the inventor 01' b~' a competent 
engineer, as Ule slightest mistake in the installation would 
certainly result in a failure. 
AE'! a practieal example of the etfeet of the Naudet system, 
the B-u,qar Beet quotes the French factory of Nassandres (Eure), 
where the daily eapacity has been inc-reased from A?i to 110 
tons pel' day, 01' about 30 per cent., the purity of th(- diff\l!':ioll 
juices being 87.5. The total losses, in eluding tIl(> Bug.n' 1 -ft in 
tIle molasses, did not 'lllloimt to :3 pel' cent. of the ht'ets, "_i tho 
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out osmo~'e, which is ratlwl' satisfactory, conflidel'ino' lhat tlH~ 
beets contained more than 15~ per cent, of i'lv.gUl'. .., 
The Naudet continuous carbonation process has bCPll des-
cribed in the r'q)1'il issue, 1901, of the Beet SIl[/a,r Uw::CJtte. It 
has been n snce.~ss ill six El~l'Opean faetol'ies in WfH, Hnd will 
be used dm'ing the U)02 (i1lD paign in 18 other faetol'ies. "'ben 
in Oxnard, Cal., Mr. Naudet otIered to make a test of it, for one 
day, without any spf!eial mHchinel'Y, simply in Ord(~l' to give 
an idea of its operation, ,':\ 11 the juice prcdllcl'(l in the Oxnard 
factory was carbonart'(l, ill a continllOn,q way, ill one of the 
old carhonatioll tanl;:s ";dpet-ed for tIli:> pm'posp. the other-
tanks l'emaining empty, and the results 'Y(~rp absolu tely satis-
faetor;)' as to the pUl'ificatk'!l of the jui,;ed awl lh(~ l'(~gulal'it.Y 
of the alkalinity. No doubt the continuous system will be 
used next yeaI' ill mHlly Amel'icfln faet.oril~s iJlstl.~ad of thp 
obsolete and defective ~ys tPlll of inte1'l'uptpcl (:al'bona trOll. 
In regard to the first nIanoUl',Y process, patented in the 
United, States in 1898 (Letters Patent No. 5H9,148), I would 
reeall only that its prindple is the cl'ystallization of the sugar 
in the vacuum pan. not in the crystallizer, and that the l\Ian-
OUI'Y system is now in use in hundl'ed~, of factOl'ies, giving 
evel'ywhel'e the following l'esnlts:-
A lllaximu~ll yield in l'efined sugar. 
;\, minimum percentage of well exhausted molasses. 
T11e exhaustion of the low grade llwl::il::ie-l:uites, includbg the 
osmosed pl'oduct~" is being made in one operation of boiling. 
and the second sug'ar is obtained in less than fOl'ty-eight hoUl's 
at a high degree of purity. 
No special appamtus is requil'ed for the i\Ianoury process. 
which can be installed in almost every factol'Y at a nominal 
cost. 
The seeondary j\Ianoury pl'ocess (Letters IJatent No. 601,305) 
is based on the intl'odnction of a certain percentage of low-
gmde syrup in the first c~U'bonation, in order to combine a. 
pal't of their potassium and sodium with the albuminoid mat-
ters left in the juiees after the diffusion. The l'esult, as veri-
fied in many European factories, is a l'eduction in the percent-
age of final molasses. and an increase of about one-half pel' 
cent. of the weig'ht of the beets in refined sugar. 
In fact, the mx~ of both of the 1Ianonry processes has given 
everywhere an additional yield in refined sugal', representing 
fl;om one-half toone per cent. of the weight of the beets, Ol' 
fl'O\ll 10 to ~ll pounds of sugal' to the ton of beet~'. with a cor-
1'esponding 1'eduction in the pel'eentage of molasses. 
'l'h(~ Delafond process desenes spe('ial attention. If the 
l'!'sults dailll{'d by the inventor and obtained in the previous 
teE,.,ts in Fra11!'c by nil'. Horsin-Deon, an authority on the 
heetsugar industry. and in the tests made on a large scale in 
an American eane sugar factory,al'e verified in the practical 
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work of the beet sugar factories, there would be somewhat of 
a revolution in the working of the masse-cuites. 
The use <Of carbonic acid gas or of any other gas under pres-
sure as a factor in the crystallization of sugar has never been 
suggested before, and the success of M. Delafond in that way 
would open a large field to the imagination of our inventor';!: 
It is true that he proposes only, in his Patent No. 675,938, to 
subject the sugar solution or mas'se-cuites to the action of the 
carbonic gas under pressure in order to obtain a more rapid 
and complete crystallization, thus exhausting the final molas-
ses to a much lower degree of purity, but there is no reason 
why the process, if successful in the treatment of low-grade 
masse-cuites, would not be just as good in many other stations 
of the beet and cane sugar factories, and of the sugar re-
finedes. It would do away, for instance, in a short time with 
the low yield in "granulated" now obtained from the very pure 
first jet masse-cuites in the refineries. 
The American sugar factories with their large number of 
crYI':·tallizers,are peculiarly adapted to the use of this process. 
The crystallizers are mostly of the Bock system; their man-
hole at the top can be easily and hermetically closed after the 
filling with second jet masse-cuite. The ordinary process of 
crystallization in motion can be used, the only addition to it 
being the introduction of carbonic gas under pressure through 
a small pipe at the top of the cylinder during all <the time of 
crystallization. 
No ordinary carbonic gas from the lime kiln could be used 
on account of the emulsion, which is the fatal result of the 
introduction of an insoluble gas in such conditions. It ha.;; 
been found that the cheapest way of securing pure carbonic 
gas is to order liquid carbonic acid in h'on bottles. One iron 
bottle which costE' about ~2.50, will do for the crystallization of 
about 36 tons of masse-cuite in a crystallizer of !l00 cubic feet. 
This is the only working expense of the process. 
As it would not cost $10 pel' crystallizer to make the neces-
sary alteration, it is eyident that the test of the process in an 
American factor'~- would not be an expensive affair. 
Now, should it be 'prayed that the purity of the molasses is-
sued from the second jet masse-cllite thus treated is reduced 
to 50 degrees, for instance, instead of 60 or 61 degrees, a'3 
usual, the advantage of the process would be worth con-
sider'ing. 
Taking a factory with 50,000 tons of beets, at 14.25 to 14.50 
per cenL of slIgar, and assuming that, after deducting all the 
losses, including the undetermined losses, there remains in 
the fil'st mnsse~cuite alone, without any addition of wash 
syrups or of melted sugar, l:UiO per ('ent. of sugar, with a 
purity of 88 degrees, the yield in gl'anulated sugar, if the mo-
lass(>s is exhausted at GO dC'grPl's pmit}", would be given by th~ 
well-known formula:-
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13.50 88-60 
-- x ---=10.73,% 
0.88 100-60 
89 
With molasses exhausted to 50 degrees purity, instead of 60, 
the yield would be:-
13.50 88-50 
-- x -·--=11.65,% 
0.88 100-50 
Difference in favor of the processes, 0.92 per cent., or more 
than 18 pounds cif sugar per ton of beets. 
At the price of 4i cents per pound of sugar in a 50,000·ton 
campaign, the difference would amount to $40,625, and thi::! 
practically without expense. 
Of course, the benefit would be much smaller In the factor-
ies provided with an osmose plant. In such factories the mo-
lasses is osmosed only one time, as a rule, and the product of 
the firs,t osmose amounts to something less than 0.90 per cent. 
of the beets, so that the use of the Delafond process would 
yield some more sugar, at the same time saving all the trouble 
and expense of the osmose. And there is no reason why the 
molasses, reduced to 50 degrees purity, could not be os'mosed 
and furnish an additional profit. 
. 1'. es above are used in different sta-
tions of the factories, yet it is evident that ey are .n:g-to-
the same final result-the reduction of the percentage of final 
molasses. 
Naudet eliminates, the albuminoids, thus r~ducing the non-
sugar, and consequently the quantity of molasses. Manomy, 
in his first process, prevents the destruction of sugar in the 
pans, crystallizers, &c. In his second process· he eliminates a 
part of the albuminoids of the juices and also a part of the 
minera.} and organic matters of the syrups. Delafond, by a 
more complete exhaustion of the low-grade products, lessens 
. the quantity of molass,es. 
Let us therefore hope that their combined efforts will be 
successful, and that in the neal' future it will be impossible to 
find an American factory selling from (j to 7 pel' cent. of the 
weight of the beets in molasses to the distiller, Wl1ich is too 
frequently the case at present.-Beet Sugar Gazette. 
---;0;---
']'HE SUG.clR CliNE BORER. 
(DIA'l'UAEA SACCIIARALIS. 
(Condensed from a Report by ,Yilliam C. Stuggs .. ) 
In ISDO, the cane of the Sugar Experiment Station was badly 
in;jlll'ed by the borer. A partial study of the habits and life 
history of this insect was then made and the results published 
in Bulletin No. fl. It was then intended to continue these 
studies and obtain accurate data as to its hibernation and 
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the ways and method~) by which it renews infection in the 
spring, but the heroic measures adopted by the station for 
its eradication so successfully accomplished the purpose that 
these studieE' were necessarily 'postponed. Prior to 1890, no 
general alarm 'had awakened the planters of the State to tbe 
necessity of taking precautions against the spread of this in· 
sect, notwithstanding' it had oc:casionally produced serious 
injury in various localities of the cane belt. 
The' visitation of 1890, and the subsequent publication of 
Bulletin No.9, failed, however, to attract universal attention, 
since little or no injury was done to the splendid crop of 18Dl. 
Only when the crop of 1900 was being passed through the 
mill was it discoyered in certain sections of the State, that 
the borel' was present in damaging quantities. In Asc:ension, 
A .. E.sumption and portions of Iben'ille parishes, the injUl'y was 
revealed in the den'eased yield, both in the field and in the 
sugar house. So gl'eat, in many instances, were these losses 
that a general alarlll was given and everybody began to 
inspect closely his cane. Hon. Hemy McCall, of Evan Hall 
Plantation, tllUs expresses his 10E·ses:-
"\Ye had a good stand of cane, both plant and rattoons. 
Stalks were fairly long, but owing to a wet SUllllllel' and want 
of cultivation, they were unusually slim, and consequently 
tonnage proycd disappointing'ly liglli: (from twenty to twenty-
five pel' cent. short). JAght tonnage was almost universal over 
the whole sugar belt, but where the borer waE' not present. 
it did not fall off more than ten to fifteen pel' cent .. and there, 
fore, we can safely cone-Illde that the loss was from ten to 
fifteen pel' e-ent. b;v virtue of the presence of the borer. It 
was difficult to find a cane that had been more 01' less bored, 
sometimes in as many as a dozen pInel'S, rendering it pretty 
hollow and dry. 
How \VAS '.rUg BORER I:-i'l'RODuclm?-The question how and 
wben H was introduccd is not definitely settled. 
Mr. Robert Maurin, of Ville du BoiE', plantation Belle Alli-
ance Postoffice, Assumption parish, states that "in 185(;, after 
the destruction of the cane in mats and stubbles by cold, Ron. 
Miles 'fay lor, congressman of the district, got the government 
to import cane from South Amel·iea. I l'cceiYed one box, and 
on opening found the borer in it. and burnt the box and calH'. 
Others planted them, and then it (the borer) began to spread 
slowly." 
It may be in order to giYe a brief account of this importa-
tion, which had s{) disastrous a termination. In 185(; Con-
gress appropriated $lO.O()() for the pmpose of obtaining cut-
tings of sugar cane of such varieties best suited to the climate 
of the Southern Statcs. 'fhe Commissioner of Patents was 
authorized to superintend the ('xpedition. and the Secretary 
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of the Navy was directed to furnish the ship:;;.. One expedition 
was sent to the Stl'aits Settlement, and brought back the Sal-
ang'ol'e val'iety, which wus so badly l'otted ou al'rival that no 
l'esults wel'e obtained. 'l'he other expedition went to South 
Amcl'icu'on U. S. Brig Release, uuder Captain Sims, with 1\:11', 
Thomas Glovel', the entomologist, to make propel' selection of 
the canes. He'YHS insh'ucte<l to :;:.ecure cuttings neal' the 
RiYer Demeral'a, in Bl'itish Guiana, and from the high lands, 
neal' Cm'acas, in Venezuela, He was specially enjoined to 
bl'ing back the special val'iety of cane, 1mowll as Labba, in 
Delllel'al'a, and the J apunese purple canes fl'om CanlCas. 
Specific instructions wel'e given Mr. Gloyer as to the selection 
an<l packing of tile canes. The expedition l'etmned to New 
Orleans early in 18G7. Ml'. J. Holt, Commissionel' of Patents, 
in his oniciaI l'epOl't, allu<les to these tunes as "gl'owing nice-
ly," and "if they should pl'ove snfficiently hardy to withstand 
the elimate of the l'egions where they are intended to grow, it 
is believed that they will amply compensate in the end for the 
tl'ouble of introducing them," 
Pel' contra, a writer in De Bow's review, ~Iay 1857, arraigns 
:;:.everely the parties engage<l in the introdudion of these canes: 
,vhile in the New Orlean:;:. Delta the condemnation of the man-
agement of the expedition was wholesome and sweeping. "The 
boxes were filled with miserable chaify stut}', completely 
spoiled." ",yIty make planters pay freight for ,Vest India 
pebbles?" "A plain, unpretending overseel' fl'Olll tlIe State 
would have saved the Gon~rnlllent llllH:h expense and have 
done something more profitable for the planters than help 
extract the few dimes from their pockeb:o (in the shape of 
fl'eight on trash, which they saved from the ,neek of the last 
crop, to say nothing of the preceding ones. 
De Bow's Review, in another place, has a letter from one of 
the largest planters, in which "he handles the officials, without 
gloves." The lettLl' says: "There was neyer sueh a failure. 
,Vhat a mi:;:.fortune that Dnde Sam did not send a practical 
planter." "Not a sound bud from the stalks eithel' in the hold 
01' on deck." 
'fhe evidence here given is contl'a<lidol'Y, but I have yet to 
meet the 111'st planter thnt has any retollection of any canes 
grown fl'lHll the imported ('uUings. 
Can it: be possible that this importation bl'onght the hOl'er 
for the 11rst time into this State'! 'fhe evidence of om old 
friend seems to be direct and positive. Our friend saYE' the 
lIon. Miles Taylor was instrumental in getting this appropria-
tion for the importation of new eanes. In a speech in Con-
gress, deliwred in 1857, Mr, 'fa~'lol' says: "This appropriation 
in consequence of wllieh some of the declared el1emie:;:' of tlIe 
sugar culture have taken adyantage to decry that culture as a 
forced one and altogether preearions in its results was, I wiII 
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not say a Buncombe affair, but it was one which was occa-
sioned by newspaper representation coming from the inex-
perienced; grew out of a desire to conciliate public sen-
timent, and was in my view, of doubtful expediency, and wae 
more than doubtful in principle. I say it wa's of doubtful ex-
pediency, because the' cane which 'has been cultivated for many 
years in Louisiana, in my opinion, is better fitted for the pro-
duction of certain and large crops of sugar than any which 
will be likely to be introduced." 
The reports of some of the correspondent!;) are rather at 
variance with Mr. Maurin's. Mr. A. T. Bird, of Stella planta· 
tion, West Baton Rouge Parish, says: "I have 'known of the 
existence of the cane borer in Louisiana for sixty odd years." 
Mr. D. Himel says: "In 1857 they destroyed, with the late 
freeze, which occurred in April, one-half of the best crop I 
ever planted. The worms came after the freeze." 
Nearly all correspondents are disposed to think a wet 
season propitious for rapid multiplication of the borel', though 
a few point to 1870 as a very dry year, no fertilizer used, and 
an excessive quantity of borers. 
A IF..l'ge number of correspondents do not believe that suc-
cession cane is more liable to attacks of borer than cane fol-
lowing corn ana peas. In fact, many as.sert that on account 
of increased vigor of the latter cane, it is preferred by the 
borer to all others. A few believe that the chief reason for 
the borer abiding in Louisiana, "is found in the atrociolls 
practice of growing cane after cane for a number of years, 
getting the land infected with it, from which it can be eradi-
cated only by a rotation of crops." 
REMEDIEs.-Remedies are numerous, particularly from those 
not now troubled by the borer. 
One correspondent dissentEJ from the otherwise unanimous 
opinion of the necessity of burning the trash for the destruc-
tion of the borers left therein. This dissenting planter con-
demns burning, and says: "It is God's manure, bury all of it. 
It is· the best manure, that and rotation." 
To emphasize the necessity of burning, Major C. Lagarde, 
of Lafourche, relates his expel'ience, as follows: "I was 
once troubled with borers on my Leighton place for soix or 
eight years, previous to 1889. I buried as much cane tops as 
. I could, pulling them in the middles with hoes. and covering 
them with f01ll'-'horse plows. The crop of 1889 was one-third 
short, almost every cane was affected by the borer. In 1891 
the bricklayer went under the shed to eat a cane. He cut 
seventy-five and everyone was affected by the borer. My 
neighbors who had not buried, but burned their cane tops, 
were not affected at all. Since then I have burned the tops 
in December or January, in very dry weather, if possible, aIHI 
I find Yel'Y few canes now affected by the borer." 
The tim'e for burning is. given all t'he way from "as soon 
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after harvest 'Us they will burn," up to· "March," and all ad-
vise "as complete as possible." 
Several correspondents assert that the continued use of acid 
phosphate will eradicate the borer ('?) Others think that 
keeping one's ditch and headlands clean, with a late lay by, 
to prevent the growth of grass in the cane will also stop the 
borer, as the weeds and grass are the receptacles of the eggs 
of the moth (??) Good cultivation is recommended by a few. 
Deep plowing during cultivation is given by one as a panacea 
for this trouble. (?) 
Avoid the use of cotton seed meal, say some; others com-
mercial fertilizers; others' succession cane if you would be 
free from the borer. 
"Land kept clear of grass, 'weeds and stalks, plowed early 
and twice before planting will not be bothered with borers," 
says a planter from Iberia. 
A veteran planter "has found in dry years a plenty of ants 
that go into the borer holes and eat up the worms and leave 
only the skeletons." 'fhis observation is fully confirmed by 
other planters. 
Another old and experienced planter has found that all 
immersion of' canes in water one foot deep will completely 
kill them. "I have irrigated canes that had any quantity 
in it and they were all killed. You can put water at any 
time until March without danger to cane. Have had cane ten 
days in water that did very well, and no borers left in it." 
REvIEw.-In reviewing the numerous replies received, it is 
evident that nearly every corres·pondent was familiar with the 
borer, and at some time had suffered from its attacks. It is 
probably true that there are few plantations where the borer 
does not exist at all, and why it should be kept in subjection, 
yea, almost oblitel'ated, in some localities, while existing in 
destructive numbers elsewl1ere, is not clearly understood. 
Everybody (with but few exceptions) burns the trash, an ack-
nowledged aid in depreciating their numbers, yet with this 
only known effort practiced alike in every community, the 
borer multiplies to a d~structive extent in one section and is 
practically s.ubdued in another. Again, a plantat,on pmcti-
cally exempt from its rayages for years may s11dueilly be-
come a theater for its most destructiye effort~, aud then, as 
quickly as it came, the borer may disappt-tn' and he se(~n only 
in very limited quantities for years to come. 
It is known that the cold of our win tel':': is a gl'eat ally, not 
in the severity of the cold 8'0 much as in the fact that it giYl~s 
us a long period when there is nothing aoor!' the gruuud for 
the borer to feed on,and therefore no opportunity flH' rapid 
multjpIica-tion, as in late summer. But the wint-cl'::' and the 
burning of the trash are common to all and hence like eundi-
tions SilOUld everywhere exist if these were the only fm'ces of 
destruction at w~rk. . 
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It is, therefore, reasonable to suppose that there are other 
agents of de~'truction at work, more abundant and pow(~rful 
in some sections than others, which check the multiplication 
of this pest. In foreign countries tile eggs, soon after being 
laid, are sometimes filled with parasites, which destroy them. 
There are parasites which prey upon the worm and chrysalis. 
Observations have found several of the latter, and closer in-
vestigation may reveal the existence of the former. The larva 
Df the beetle and the ants are known to be parasites of the 
larva here. Hence every effort should be made to drain well 
our lands, so as to make them habitable by ants and beetles, 
even during our wettes,t seasons. These little creatm'es may 
explain the facts reported that borers were worse in new 
ground than in old lands in wet seasons than in dry seasons, 
etc. Dry land is essential for the rapid lHultiplication of ants, 
and rainy weather, in alluvial lands, quite destructive. There 
may be other parasites of the egg or larva that are dominated 
by the weather. 
"\Vhy not have an outbreak all over the State when a wet 
s'eason occurs, some one may ask. I reply that worms in :1 
given quantity are necessary at the start, to produce the large 
numbers required for the material injury of the cane in a fay-
orable season. Only those localities already possessing the 
borer in certain quantities will therefore suffer. The other 
sections may suifer an increase, but the damage will be im-
perceptible. This is apparent in the different repOlts from 
the parishes of Ascension, Assumption and I bel'Y ill e, report-
ing all degrees of damage from zel'O to thirty pel' cent. 
(Continued in our next.) 
---:0::---
LINKED TO THE MA_INL.AND. 
(Continued from our last numbcer.) 
Pel'lwps there is no country in the world that offers' great-
er promise to the husbandman and grazier, at the present 
time, than the Sandwich Islands. The lands are now thrown 
open to all classes, the native and the foreigner, the subject 
and alien. "\Ye han~ a climate unparalleled in its salubrity, 
and affording eyel'y variety fI'om the perpetual snows of 
Mauna Kea to the burning plains of "\Vaikiki. Om soil though 
not deep, is, warm, quick and fertile. "\Ye have no g'l'eat ex-
tent of arable land, but I suppose out of the foul' millions of 
acres, at which the :lrpa of the islands has been computed, ill 
round numbpl1s, it would be a fail' estimate to say that one-
eighth, 01' 500,000 acres, arc fit for the plow, an'd 2,000,000 
of aC'res will afford good pasturage. "\Yhat a fund of wealth 
lies hid in the slumbering pnel'gies of those 2,500,000 acres! 
Enough to feed fiye millions' of inhabitants, and load a hun-
dred first clnssships annnally with our surplus produce. Be-
sides a fine climate and good soil, we are free from taxation 
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on our land, and in California and Oregon we 'have an unlim-
ited market. A market too, which, owing to our proximity 
to those countries, will enable us to take advantage of every 
favorable turn it presents', and obtain larger prices for our 
great staples of s.ugar and coffee than traders from any part 
of the world. Let us be awake to these advantages. 
There is one agent, however, that we require, who holds 
the key to success,-the great brawny-armed, huge-fisted gia.o.t 
called Labor. \Ye must not only secure him, but direct, aid, 
and economise his efforts; for though with his strong arm and 
heavy hand he is. mighty to accomplish, yet unguided by th£' 
aIt of man he strikes like the blinded Cyclops of old, destroy-
ing with one blow what he effects with another. 
'Ye may not have sufficient labor, we have not, but do we 
improve what we have'! Do we economize it as we ought, 
by studying tlle nature of our soils and plants, and the amount 
of labor necessary for them '! Are we ma'ldng such improve-
ments as we ought in our modes and implements. of culture? 
Let us look back upon the history of our agriculture and see 
what adnmce we have made. \Yhat more do we know of sugar 
cane and coffee, their growth and manufacture, than we knew 
at the opening of the first sugar plantation at Koloa, OJ' the 
first coffee plantation in Manoa'! Doubtless we have made 
some advance, but far less than we ought. Depend upon it, 
until we bestow more study upon our soil, plants, and mode,;; 
of culture, and seeks to economize labor more than we do, w<' 
shall never meet with success. 
It is an old adage that, "the lllan who causes two em's of 
corn or two blades of grass to grow, where only one grew 
before, is a public benefactor;" and if ever a field was open 
for acquiring such a reputation, it is here in the Sandwich 
Islands. If what I luwe said be true,-if agriculture does lie 
at the bottom of all other interests of this kingdom,-if it is 
the source of life and wealth to a nation, and the oilly sure 
foundation of Us prosperity. then it is our duty to spare no 
('tl'ort fo)' its promotion. And not only is this. the great duty in-
cumbent upon us m~. individuals, but upon the government. 
as the c1lief gUal'dian of the nation's welfare. I know much 
has been done by the last Legislature towards encouraging 
agl'i(:ultmc. by granting the natives the lands in fee simple,-
by throwing open our waste acres to the skill, industry and 
capital of foreigners, and by the abolition of all duties on 
agricultmal implements, garden seeds., and cattle introduced 
to improve our Si:Ol'K; 'but much yet remains to be undone. 
Goyernment COUld. and I believe will, afford an important 
aid: . ( 
First-By making good public roads and bridges, both of 
whit'h are so ess('ntial to the agricultural prosperit~' of a 
('ountI'Y. By a judicious system of internal improvement, cul-
tivation would he ('xtC'nded to i.hOlH'oaIlds of arrl'S now waste, 
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and the productive territory of the kingdom be com:otantly 
increased. 
Secondly-By improving our harbors, and facilitating com-
munication between the islands by the introduction of small 
steamers. 
Thirdly-By the importation of new seeds and plants 
adapted to the climate of these islands, and improved agri-
cultural implements. 
Fourthly-By the annual appropriation of a small sum to 
be distributed in premiums' for the improvement of our cattle 
and crops; and also for the discovery of some means for des-
troying the cut worm and other insects so fatal to many of 
our best plants. 
Fifthly-By collecting and diffusing practical knowledge 
adapted to the agriculture of these islands. 
It is contended by s'ome that the best way of encouraging 
agriculture is to let it alone. But this let alone system, I fear, 
has been practiced in these islands too long. vVe have seen 
its evil effects, and the general condemnation it receives calls 
for a speedy change. I am fully convinced, that the encour-
agement of agriculture is the last ray of hope left for the Ha-
waiian nation. Agriculture has' been let alone, and the peo-
ple's rights so long withheld, that now when the dark cloud 
which has lowered upon them for ages is lifting, there is hard-
ly a nation to save. Alas, and must this people possessed of 
so many kind and generous traits perisih from the face of the 
earth! Perish too, not by famine, nor ·pestilence, nor the 
sword, but by the rust of indolence-the canker of sloth. Must 
they die! Will we let them die, without making one struggle 
to save them from the grave to which they are hastening! No 
my friends, justice and humanity forbid! Let us not forget 
that the soil whose treasures' we would unlock, was once the 
undisputed heritage of the poor Hawaiian, and let us remem-
ber too,. that though the white man bore the glad tidings of 
salvation to his wondering ear, he planted in his veins the 
seeds of disease from which the great reaper Death ha"! 
gathered full many a harvest. Though but a lone remnant 
remains, let us strive to gird it ,,1th strength to wrestle with 
itsapPl'oaching destiny-to arm it with the healthy body and 
vigorous frame, the only weapons that can stay the hand of 
the Destroyer. Then, if our efforts to send a quickening life 
pulse through the heart of the wasting nation avail not, we 
can but commend it to Him in whose hand are the issues of 
life and death,-to Him who "counteth the nations as the 
Stmall dust of the balance, and who taketh up the Isles as a 
veI'Y little thing." 
